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Chapterr 9 

Classes,, States and 
Modernity y 

Inn this chapter, we wil l move from the abstract analysis presented in the last 
chapterr to look at the dynamics of power and wealth in the post-revolution's Mashreq 
inn a more concrete way Analyzing the dynamics of state capitalism, we found that 
despitee the socialist rhetoric, or perhaps thanks to emphasizing the 'specific' character 
off  this socialism that recognizes private accumulation of wealth, this system has an 
inherentt tendency to divert increasing resources outside the economic cycle of the 
statee sector. The system, as was shown above, is built upon the interaction between 
statee and private sectors. 

Diversionn of resources and opening up new and expanding avenues for private 
capitalistt activities takes various forms, of course. An autonomous state that runs its 
ownn economic enterprises and social welfare programs is a powerful buyer in a 
markett where private interests compete to satisfy its needs. State investment programs 
entaill  a surging demand for the services of construction contractors, building material 
andd transport contractors. An expanding military, paramilitary and civil bureaucracy 
meanss an enhanced purchasing power among newly created middle and lower-middle 
strata,, with increasing demands for consumer durables (TVs, refrigerators, cars, etc.), 
privatee housing, and better services. Expansion of state services requires more offices 
andd supplies. Undertaking such transformative programs in a state-controlled 
economyy is necessarily associated with fixing the local currency's exchange rate, 
imposingg severe restrictions on external trade, and a variety of red tape measures This 
statee of affairs opens ample space for profiteering from an artificially overvalued local 
currencyy and enjoying semi-monopolistic positions in an atmosphere of shortages and 
scarcityy for imported and even locally produced goods and services. 

Thankss to these, and many other avenues, super-affluent strata flourished and 
consolidatedd their positions under the revolutionary regimes of the Mashreq. Although 
embarrassedd 'socialist' leaders did not go as far as legitimating this phenomenon as a 
necessaryy product of their policies, the official press and media, as well as many 
commentatorss made frequent reference to those 'fat cats'. In Egypt reference to the 
'neww bourgeoisie' began as early as the mid-1960s (Mabro 1971: 143). The semi-
officiall  Syrian General Federation of Trade Unions, while praising the 'revolution's 
balancedd policy of encouraging all sectors to participate in the development process', 
expressedd its worries that the private sector was amassing wealth through 'parasitic 
activities'' (General Federation 1988: 51-2). On several other occasions Syrian 
officialss expressed the same concerns on state-run papers (Batatu 1989: 209-16). 

Iraq'ss experience with the private sector is especially interesting in that the 
Ba'thistt regime has made it clear from the beginning that its socialism would never 
committ the state to invest in 'shallow ditches', and that the state's role was to lead and 
controll  the commanding heights of the economy. The head of the state acknowledged 
thee presence of relatively huge wealth in the hands of Iraqi contractors, merchants and 
industrialistss and that this wealth had been amassed 'thanks to the revolution'1. 

Thiss recognition came in two speeches delivered by Saddam Hussein and published in all Iraqi dailies 
(Julyy 8th. and July 11 1983). The occasion was the launching of a campaign lo solicit gold donation to 
buttresss the country's running out of hard currency due to the Iran-Iraq war. The texts of the speeches 
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Inn order to make some meaningful conclusions on the relationship between 
statee and class under the state capitalist regimes of the Mashreq, we will look first at 
thee major fields from which these strata made their wealth. Defining the most 
profitablee branches for the private sector is of particular importance for understanding 
thee way in which the law of value works under such regimes. Second, we will analyze 
thee composition of the new economic elite, and the means by which it rose to 
economicc power. What exactly makes individuals gain the favor under such regimes9 

Kinship99 Political allegiance? Common confessional and/or ethnic backgrounds9 

Commonn regional backgrounds9 Or, simply pure common interests? Third, we will 
addresss the issue of whether the new elite is a totally new creation, or did it preserve a 
degreee of continuity with the old mercantile/industrialist groups. Finally, we will 
addresss the wider issue of whether this process of class formation is a peculiar one to 
thee Mashreq, or does it fit with the wider pattern of rise to modernity. 

9.11 From Statism to Privatization: 

Afterr a decade of the Ba'thist takeover in 1968, Iraqi private capital was 
beginningg to make positive, but slow advances in the economy. The existence of a 
largee stratum of nouveaux - riches was quite evident for most Iraqis then. Unlike the 
timee of the monarchy, conspicuous consumption was not restricted to a handful of 
aristocratss who lived in separate suburbs and descended from traditionally rich 
families.. It was now turned into a social ritual practiced by people who had been only 
aa few years before among the underprivileged sections of the population. 

Thee first public show of private wealth took place during the summer of 1983 
whenn a massive gold and cash donation campaign was launches to aid the war efforts 
againstt Iran during the summer of 1983. In that campaign at least 200 public 
donationss by individuals, families, or private firms exceeded US $ 50,000 each . But 
thee presence of such fortunes in itself can hardly tell us anything about their origins, 
thee nature of the class or classes that possess them, and naturally the characteristics of 
thee economic system that has given rise to them It was hard indeed to ascertain 
whetherr these sums were being reinvested in one sphere of the economy or not, and if 
so,, where and how. 

Thee sources of those windfall profits were fairly known. The surge in state 
investmentt and current expenditure following the 1973 oil price hikes led to a boom 

clearlvv indicate that the Iraqi president was furious at the capitalists" reluctance to donate for the war 
effort: : 
"... [Y]ou know that there was only a handful of contractors before the revolution. ...Now, this 
contractorr owns not thousands [of Iraqi Dinars] but millions. ...I was informed that he had donated 
onl\\ a pittance. He did not ask himself: "Where did I get this fortune? Isn't it thanks to these new 
circumstances?""  (July 8'h speech). 
Inn the second occasion, Mr. Hussein even tries to arouse the class consciousness of these capitalists: 
"Soo the private sector and owners of relatively big capital are facing a test at this stage. ...Extremist 
thoughtt could come to the fore and say: ...they have hoarded their money though the homeland has 
beenn threatened. ... People will see contractors who owned nothing and now own thousands, even 
millionss How will they behave...? They will see the merchants and their behavior; they will see the 
industrialistss and their behavior" (July 1 llh speech). 
22 The names of donators and amounts of donations were published serially in the Iraqi dailies 
(ostensiblyy to arouse enthusiasm and competition among other potential donators) throughout July, 
Augustt and the first week of September 1983. I have converted the gold donations to their money 
valuess by using the rate of US $ 10.000 for the price of one kilogram of gold. Donations of $ 50,000 
andd more were taken as evidence (but not necessary or sufficient proof) that the donator belongs to the 
richestrichest strata in society. 
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inn the private construction business This, in turn, led to the flourishing of several 
otherr sectors and activities: architecture and engineering firms, petty manufacturers 
andd artisans, transport and catering agencies, etc. The question remains however, 
whetherr we were witnessing the rise of a capitalist mechanism of expanded 
reproductionn or not. 

Thee rise of a stratum of affluent construction contractors was evident since the 
firstt half of the 1970s. Following the oil price hikes of 1973, the gross domestic 
capitall  formation (GDCF) jumped from 269.2 million Iraqi Dinars3 to 689.5 in 1975, 
thenn to 1188.9 in 1976 (AAS 1976: 184, AAS 1978: 138-9). Of these figures -
calculatedd in constant 1975 prices-, the state sector was responsible for more than 80 
percent.. However, the private sector's share in the construction sector composed 
aroundd 89 percent, which meant that private contractors were reaping the gains from 
thee state's investments4. 

Thankss to these developments, the number of registered contractors rose from 
8288 in 1970/1971, to 1945 in 1974 and then to 2788 in 1975. With the surge in state 
investmentt activity there was an interesting development in private activity: 
contractorss began to integrate their activities vertically by establishing relatively large 
factoriess for the production of building inputs: asphalt, reinforced concrete, welded 
mesh,, limestone, bricks and the like. 

Complementingg these relatively large-scale activities and responding to the 
risingg demand for a variety of products and services, a wide network of smaller 
businesses,, industries and workshops flourished According to official statistics, the 
numberr of small industrial firms (employing ten or less wage workers and including 
repairr services) rose from 7300 in 1969 to 41719 in 1977. The rise in large private 
industriall  enterprises (employing more than 10 workers) was much more modest; 
fromm 1069 to 1282 respectively (AAS 1969: 91, AAS 1978: 132). 

Thee year 1983 represented a watershed in the Iraqi government's attitude 
towardss institutionalizing large-scale private property. In April, Laws no. 35 and 36 
weree passed by the Revolution's Command Council (the highest legislative body). 
Thee first law constituted a reversal of a three-decade policy favoring small peasant 
property,, because it authorized the long-term lease of agricultural lands that had been 
sequesteredd under the Land Reform Acts to private companies. Until then, the practice 
wass that these lands were sequestered in order to be redistributed among the landless 
peasantss . The second was a new law regulating the establishment and organization of 
companies.. Whereas the previous law of 1964 had imposed a ceiling on the capital of 
privatee companies, the new law promised more exemptions and grants to private 
companiess the higher their capital was6. 

JJ Until the mid-1980s, one Iraqi dinar was equivalent to US $ 3.2 - 3.3. 
Moreover,, it is here that using current and not constant prices may be of more significance, because 

muchh of the rise in the state's investment expenditure was fictitious so to speak, given that the 
absorptivee capacity of any economy, let alone an underdeveloped one. does not allow a threefold 
increasee in a year time. An inflationary atmosphere was created by surging demand on scarce 
resources,resources, which allowed the contractors to reap tremendous profits. 

Thee economic boom of the second half of the 1970s and a policy biased against agriculture prompted 
widee scale migration to the major cities and depopulation of the countryside. As the Iran-Iraq war 
eruptedd and hundreds of thousands were conscripted to the military, even the two million plus imported 
workforcee could not compensate for the severe shortages. These factors may have accounted for the 
promulgationn of above-mentioned law. 
66 Laws no. 2934, Apr. 17th 1983 and 2935, Apr. 18th 1983 published in Al Waqai" al iraqiyya (The 
Officiall  Gazette). 
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Thee trend towards encouraging the Iraqi bourgeoisie to organize in companies 
tookk a further impetus when a contractors' union was established in 1984 and new 
ruless were issued for the classification of contractors. According to these rules, only 
companies,, and not individual contractors, can be listed within the first six grades, 
whilee individual contractors would fall within the four bottom categories . 

Thee culmination of these developments came in 1987 with the adoption of a 
privatizationn plan under the rubric "the administrative revolution". State owned 
agriculturall  projects and farms, hotels, cinemas and restaurants, gas and oil 
distributionn stations, in addition to hundreds of industrial establishments were put to 
salee By 1989: 

"533 percent of land was privately owned; 46 percent was rented from the state 
byy private investors, the remaining 1 percent was state held ... 19 of the state's 
299 poultry farms, six of the large poultry feed projects, six of the large dairy 
farms,, three of the four large government fisheries, and subsidiary services, such 
ass mills and bakeries, had been sold to private investors." 

Chaudhryy 1991: 15 
Inn addition, thirty-four factories for construction material (bricks, thermostone 

&&  limestone, concrete blocks, gravel and blocks, stone and asbestos), eighteen food 
andd beverage factories, as well as six cloth, carpet and wood factories were sold to the 
privatee sector by the year 1989. In response to these developments, a general 
optimisticc atmosphere among Iraqi businessmen encouraged the establishment of new 
companies,, as evidenced by the daily advertisements announcing the official 
establishmentt of new companies or the amendment of the statutes of already existing 
oness to the effect of raising their capital 

Onn the basis of first hand data furnished by the advertisements that appeared 
betweenn January lsl 1989 and January 1st 1990, a sample of 80 companies was 
collectedd for companies whose capital and branch of activity were provided in these 
declarations.. The results are shown in table - 1 - below. 

Ass can be seen from table 9.1, twenty companies (25 percent) have a capital of 
IDD 1 million or more, 4 of which have a capital of ID 5 million or more. On the other 
hand,, the capital of 15 percent of the companies -twelve in number- fall within the 
lowestt brackets (less than ID 50 thousand). The next lowest category (less than 100 
thousandd dinar each) comprises 22.5 percent of the total number of companies 
registeredd in that period. Relating the amount of capital to the field of activity of the 
companiess registered, it is significant that out of the twelve companies with a capital 
off  less than ID 50 thousand, 10 were either trading or contracting companies Indeed, 
alll  except one of the 20 non-industrial or agricultural companies fall within the four 
lowestt brackets of capital (less than ID 0 5 million). 

Byy contrast, the average capital of the industrial and agricultural companies is 
muchh higher. This is not only due to the technical requirements of industry and 
agriculture,, but also to the fact that the well established and more affluent 
constructionn contractors had already established their companies as early as 1985 in 
compliancee with the rules adopted at the time. The capital declared for the newly 
registeredd companies does not, in fact, represent the contractor's real financial 
capacity y 

77 Law no. 59 of 1984. published in al Thowra daily. June 6lh 1984. 
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Table-9.1--
Iraq:: Private Companies Registered between January 1989 and 1990 

Accordingg to Their Field of Activity and Size of Capital 
(IDD 1000) 

Activit y y 

Agriculturee & 
livestockk , poultry 

andd fisheries 
Fodderr products 
Foodd processing 

&&  flour mills 
Mechanicall  & 

metallicc products 
Textile,, spinning 

&&  leather 
production n 

Construction n 
industries s 

Chemicals, , 
detergentss and 

cosmetics s 
Paperr Products 

Industriall  services 
&&  maintenance 

Trade,, leisure & 
tourism m 

Contracting g 
companies s 

Total l 

\5< \5< 
50 0 

--
1 1 

I I 

--

--
--

9 9 

1 1 

12 2 

500 < 
100 0 

--
2 2 

4 4 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 
3 3 

5 5 

1 1 

18 8 

1000 < 
250 0 

1 1 

6 6 
1 1 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

1 1 

1 1 
--

1 1 

2 2 

19 9 

250 0 
<500 0 

1 1 

--
1 1 

2 2 

2 2 

--

--

--

--

1 1 

7 7 

500 0 
<1000 0 

2 2 

--

--

--

2 2 

--

--

--

--

4 4 

1000< < 
1500 0 

2 2 

2 2 

1 1 

--

" " 

1 1 

--

--

--

--

6 6 

1500< < 
5000 0 

--
4 4 

1 1 

" " 

4 4 

_ _ 

1 1 

--

--

10 0 

5000< < 
10000 0 

2 2 

. . 

1 1 

--

--

--

1 1 

. . 

--

--

--

4 4 

Total l 

8 8 

8 8 
11 1 

9 9 

5 5 

11 1 

2 2 

2 2 
4 4 

15 5 

5 5 

80 0 
Source:: Collected and classified by author from Iraqi daily papers 

Off  the biggest twenty companies listed in the table, we find six engaged in 
foodd processing (mostly flour mills), four in the production of building and 
constructionn material, four in meat production (poultry breeding, fishing and 
abattoirs),, and two in fodder production. Of the sixty industrial or agricultural 
companiess in the table, more than one third (twenty two) are equally divided between 
foodd processing and the manufacturing of building material. Agriculture and fodder 
productionn occupied the second rank with eight companies for each. 

Thee above is an indicator that the pattern of capitalist accumulation in Iraq has 
nott departed from the traditional emphasis on non-innovative branches, or high value. 
However,, one interesting feature should be noted in this regard; namely, the marked 
shiftt towards meat and poultry production, and by consequence, towards fodder 
production.. This shift in agricultural production from emphasis on staples and cereals 
too the products consumed by urban middle income groups has been noted in Egypt, 
too,, about a decade after the launching of the open door policy towards free 
enterprise.. According to Tim Mitchell: 
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"Inn terms of the commitment of land and labor the priority is now the 
productionn of meat, poultry and dairy products. Cotton ...today occupies only 
aboutt one million of Egypt's six million feddans, ..sugar cane occupies a littl e 
overr a quarter of a million feddans. Of the remaining four and three-quarter 
millionn feddans, more than half is used to grow animal fodder. ...As a result, 
Egyptt now grows more food for animals than for humans." 

Mitchelll  1991:21 
AA major cause for this shift, according to Mitchell, is that: 

"[T]hee growing disparity in income between rich and poor has enabled the 
betterr off to divert the country's resources from the production of staples to the 
productionn of luxury items." 

Ibid. . 

Syriaa declared its policy turn in 1991, eighteen years after Egypt and four 
yearss after Iraq. However, the private sector in agriculture, industry and trade had 
alreadyy had wider scope of action even under the 'socialist' policies of the 1970s and 
1980ss . Nevertheless, four years after passing Law no. 10, 573 companies with an 
estimatedd total capital of US $ 179 million were approved . It is noteworthy that out 
off  these 573 companies, only 18 were joint-stock companies and that the highest 
amountss of capital (around $ 57 millions) were invested in companies owned by 
individuals.. The type of activity of the new industrial companies did not diverge from 
thee traditional pattern: one hundred companies were destined for food processing, 
sixtyy one for textile, cloth and dresses, forty seven for metallic products, and forty 
fourr for chemicals, detergents and plastic. But it is noteworthy that out of the 573 
companies,, 263 were licensed in the field of transport, car rental . 

Surveyingg the preferred fields of Egypt's private sector is relatively easier. 
Egyptt was the first third world country to adopt state capitalism, and as such its 
systemm reached its limits earlier; an additional reminder that the dialectics of 
statism/liberalizationn have more to do with the contradictions of these regimes than 
withh international pressures. As early as 1971, the Egyptian authorities began moving 
awayy from the statist legacy -not without fierce struggles within the power bloc In 
thiss respect, a main difference in the drive to liberalization between Syria and Iraq on 
thee one hand, and Egypt on the other lies in the political legitimization of this shift 
Whilee Egypt began privatization after an official campaign to denounce the former 
'socialist'' strategies and the official adoption of a free enterprise economic system, 
thee Iraqi and Syrian leaders were very cautious in this regard The former never 
blamedd the main policy guidelines of the past, but simply referred to the need to 

88 Syria had a short-lived four year strict statist system when the left-wing Ba'th had the upper hand 
betweenn 1966 and 1970. However, several structural constraints made it impossible for the country to 
pursuee that course: a traditionally strong and vibrant mercantile community, widespread smuggling and 
capitall  flight due the country's proximity to the liberal and then the civil war-ridden Lebanon. But the 
mostt important reason, in our view, is that unlike Egypt and Iraq, the Syrian state lacked the necessary 
independentt financial base from which it could practice its autonomy. 
99 Unless otherwise stated, the data on the implementation of Law no, 10 arc based on detailed and 
unpublishedd lists prepared by the Investment Bureau of the Office of the Prime Minister The exchange 
ratee of the Syrian Lira has been converted at the market price of 50 Liras for one US $. 
100 Transport and car rental companies registered the highest ratio of estimated imported components to 
theirr total investment costs (75.2 percent). It is widely thought that many Syrian capitalists showed 
theirr interest in this field for this reason; to freely move their capital abroad (conversations with several 
memberss of the Syrian business community. Damascus Summer 1994. and Summer 1996). 
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'movee to new directions', or affirmed that their strategies and ideological options had 
alwayss been to embrace and encourage all sectors in the economy 

Tablee -9.2-
Syna:: Private Companies Approved 

Underr Law no. 10, by Type of Activity 
(Millio nn Syrian Liras) 

Activit y y 
Agriculturall  Products & Animal breeding 
Irrigation,, Well Drillin g & Agricultural 
Services s 
Foodd Processing 
Textile,, Cloth & Dresses 
Woodd Products & Furniture 
Paper,, Printing & Publishing 
Chemicals,, Paints & Plastic 
Non-metallicc & Construction material 
Basicc Metallurgie Products 
Metall  products & Equipment 
Miscellaneouss Industries & Jewelry 
Transportt & Car Rental 
Tourismm & Recreation 
Sanitary,, Medical and Medicine Production 
Total l 

No. . 
5 5 
8 8 

100 0 
61 1 
5 5 
10 0 
44 4 
9 9 
15 5 
47 7 
1 1 
249 9 
3 3 
16 6 
573 3 

Investmentt Costs 
2560.9 9 
5139 9 

18639.1 1 
7745.9 9 
383.1 1 
1068,8 8 
5022,2 2 
661.1 1 
2842.1 1 
6663.2 2 
659 9 
405080.1 1 
872 2 
2687.4 4 
89433.6* * 

**  Totals may not add up due to rounding. 
Source:: see footnote 9. 

Thuss while Syria and Iraq never renounced the 'leading role' of the Ba'th 
Party,, Egypt moved first to authorize the establishment of three forums: right, left and 
centerr within the state-run unique party. Later on these were transformed into three 
legall  political parties to introduce a semblance of pluralism in political life. 

Inn 1974 Law no. 43 authorizing and encouraging the investment of Arab and 
foreignn private capital in Egypt was adopted. This was amended in 1977 to give more 
exemptionss to private investors. Although our study is mainly concerned with the 
formationn and consolidation of local elites, this law is considered the cornerstone in 
Egypt'ss liberalization program, because private Egyptian big capital mainly ventured 
too invest under this law, which gave ample legal protection and privileges to investors. 

Relyingg on a survey conducted by Imam (1986), it seems that the allocation of 
privatee investment in Egypt marks certain differences from that in Iraq A study of 
5344 joint-stock companies registered during the period 1975 - 1982 shows that 38.5 
percentt of the companies, with 50.5 percent of the aggregate capital were in the 
servicee sectors -including, among other branches, banking, trade agencies, insurance 
companies,, hotels and cinemas. Manufacturing accounted for 25 percent of the 
companiess and 20.7 percent of the total capital. The percentages for agriculture, 
poultryy and animal breeding, and land reclamation were 9.5 percent and 7.4 percent 
respectivelyy (Imam 1986: 194 - 195). 

Tab le-99 3-
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Egypt:: Private Joint - Stock Companies Registered between 1975 and End 1982 
(millionn Egyptian pounds) 

Field d 

Finance.. Trade & Services* 
Constructionn & Contracts 
Manufacturingg Industries 
Agriculturee & Land 
Reclamation n 
Unidentified d 
Total l 

Numberr of 
Companies s 

206 6 
105 5 
132 2 
51 1 

40 0 
534 4 

% % 

38.5 5 
19.5 5 
25 5 
9.5 5 

7.5 5 
100 0 

Totall  Capital 

985.5 5 
331.6 6 
403.7 7 
147.7 7 

84.1 1 
1952.6 6 

% % 

50.5 5 
17 7 

20.7 7 
7.4 4 

4 4 
99.6 6 

**  Includes banking and finance, hotels and tourism, hospitals, transport and 
communication,, storage, maintenance, trade agents, insurance and consulting services. 
Source:: Imam 1986: 194-195 

Thee above figures are not quite comparable with those on Iraq. The table on 
Egyptt is an exhaustive list of all registered companies, while that on Iraq had to be 
selective".. Second, our surveys for Iraq and Syria include all kinds of companies, 
whilee in the Egyptian case it only includes joint-stock ones. 

Thus,, while private banks were allowed under law 43 in Egypt, Iraq did not 
authorizee that move until 1990, while Syria has not taken that imminent step yet. 
Thesee reasons account, undoubtedly for the diversion of a considerable sum of capital 
towardss the highly profitable banking sector in the case of Egypt. 

9.22 Patterns of Class Formation: 

Withh the lifting of constraints on private investment and activity in the Arab 
Mashreqq countries, the existence of relatively large sums of capital in the hands of 
privatee individuals -some of whom had belonged to the poorest strata before the rise 
off  the state capitalist regimes- was suddenly unraveled. The declared wealth of new 
investorss represents only a small fraction of the accumulated fortunes in private hands 
afterr two decades or more of socialist and egalitarian rhetoric. The various scenes of 
conspicuouss consumption and media reports on the lavish spending of super-affluent 
compatriotss in the West are daily reminders to ordinary people that the nouveaux-
nchess are only bringing back tiny portions of their wealth into the production cycle 
underr the new liberal laws. 

Thiss raises many complicated questions on the nature of the process of capital 
accumulationn under the post-étatist regimes and the social composition of the so-
calledd "neo- bourgeoisie". That linkages with state power in the Arab Mashreq have 
beenn of particular importance to acquiring wealth has been a widely recognized fact. 
Butt what do we exactly mean by "linkage"? 

Imam'ss study of Egypt's post-statist capitalist class distinguishes three 
componentss or according to her terminology "tributaries": traditional, bureaucratic 
andd parasitic The 'traditional' tributary is the easiest to discern, since it is composed 
off  those individuals or families that had been among the landowning or urban 

""  The present author is not aware whether announcing the establishment of companies in daily papers 
wass an obligator) procedure in Iraq. Therefore, 1 cannot be sure that the sample collected covers all the 
registeredd companies in one year. Moreover, companies whose registration ads did not particularly 
specifvv their amount of capita! or owners/major stockholders were not included. 
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mercantile/bankerr classes before the 1952 revolution But who belongs to the other 
twoo tributaries9 

Probablyy no other two terms have been used in Arab writings to refer to the 
affluentt strata that emerged after (or even during) the application of the 'socialist' 
policiess as much as those of 'bureaucratic bourgeoisie' and 'parasitic bourgeoisie* 
Thee first has been in use since the mid-1970s According to Imam it - refers to "those 
elementss that held positions and functions inside the state apparatus or the public 
sectorr and could benefit from the social and economic transformation of society by 
amassingg tremendous fortunes" (Imam, 1986: 82)12. As for the second expression, it 
hadd gained wide circulation during the 1980s and was given various definitions, the 
mostt "refined" of which is that "section of the bourgeoisie that does not contribute to 
thee formation or the reproduction of capital, and [which] practices non-productive 
activities""  (Al -'Isawi 1983: 55,'Abdul Fadhil 1984: 52)'\ 

Onn a descriptive level, no one can doubt the existence of all these three 
elementss in practically all the post-statist cases. The problem, however, is to 
determinee the analytical value of such descriptive categories. An analysis of a sample 
off  Syrian and Iraqi new economic elites is required here to discern the pattern of 
behaviorr of post-statist capitalism 

Tabless 9.4 and 9.5 contain a sample of individuals and families who can be 
ascertainedd to belong to the upper coterie of the economic elites in Syria and Iraq 
respectivelyy (for method of sampling, see Appendix). These two tables have no claim 
off  presenting a comprehensive survey of all the major actors in the contemporary 
economicc life of both countries, but they Jo present verified data on major actors in 
eacheach of them. Presenting a comprehensive list for any of the Mashreq countries at this 
momentt seems almost impossible. First, in all three countries-Egypt included- there 
aree prominent political figures (or direct relatives) that are widely known to have 
amassedd tremendous fortunes, but no formal proof can be provided to include them in 
thesee lists. Second, not all the economically powerful families or individuals choose 
too invest their wealth in transparent, or semi-transparent domestic activities preferring 
too run business in the more lucrative markets in the Persian Gulf Emirates, Saudi 
Arabiaa or the West. Third, several powerful figures prefer not to engage directly in 
businesss activities but to play intermediary brokerage roles and reap "illegal" rents, 
extortion,, or commissions via their patronage of the business activities of others14. 

Withh all these reservations in mind, we feel that we can make reasonably 
meaningfull  generalizations on the composition of the new elites of the Mashreq. 

Itt seems that this term was introduced to Arab writings following the publication of a translation of a 
Soviett work on the developing countries. Imam's definition of the 'bureaucratic bourgeoisie" is literally 
takenn from that work (Toulpanov 1974: 297- 98). 
'' Discussions on the "nature of theparasitic bourgeoisie' in the 1980s look a particularly heated form 

amongg the Egyptian Marxists and eventually led to a split in the Egyptian communist party. Among the 
numerouss writings on this topic: al Amrousi 1985. Al Minvaoui 1985. Abdul Fadhil 1985 Sa'dil Din 
1985.. alNasiri 1983. 

Anotherr factor that has a particular bearing on the Iraqi case is the turbulent political atmosphere 
followingg the Gulf War and more than a decade of stifling sanctions, in addition to the reign of terror 
Severall  of the 'influential" names mentioned in our list have lost favor with the ruling regime, went to 
exilee or have been persecuted over the past decade. A new stratum of nouvcaux- riches is emerging 
noww thanks to the exceptional situation to which the country has been subjected In Syria, changing 
fortuness of some actors did occur following the death of President Assad and the accession of his son to 
power,, but these had minimal effects on the major economic actors 
Sincee the objective of our analysis is not to produce a 'who's who' but rather to study the formation of 
economicallyy dominant classes and their relationship with political power, we did not feel it imperative 
too follow up the changes in each individual's position. 
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Off  the twenty names listed on Syria, seven families/individuals owed their 
spectacularr rise to direct family ties to some of the most powerful figures in the Syrian 
regime.. Some of these names were themselves involved in political careers, like Rif at 
all  Asad, the ex-President's brother and a once vice president, and the Makhlouf 
familyy -President Assad's maternal cousins- who are in charge of he all-powerful 
presidentiall  guards The four other entries pertain to sons of political figures. 
Althoughh the Iraqi list does not contain a similar case, this is mainly due to the more 
secretivee and lawlessness nature of the Iraqi regime, which allowed kinsmen of 
influentiall  figures, especially the President's clan and close family to engage in 
variouss business activities without in the meantime having to report them in a legal 

15 5 

mannerr . 
Thesee findings are compatible with the patterns of elite formation in Egypt 

depictedd by Imam and others. Adil Ghunaim mentions the name of an ex-prime 
ministerr as an owner of a major contracting company (Ghunaim 1986: 359) 
Conversely,, we have major economic actor who, thanks to their wealth, climbed into 
prominentt political positions and/or forged marital relations with prominent political 
figuress (Ibid 358). Other sources mention the names of the sons of two other ex-
primee ministers, ministers and ideologues of the statist regime among the owners of 
thee most successful financial holdings16. The evidence corroborates Imam's findings 
onn Egypt where an ex-President's brother, for example, is classified within the 
'parasiticc bourgeoisie', and an ex-free officer (the organization that led the overthrow 
off  the monarchy) is classified under the 'bureaucratic bourgeoisie". 

AA first conclusion can be drawn from the above regarding the pattern of class 
formationn under state capitalism Being a transitional system, class positions are not 
reproduciblee under state capitalism via the simple process of inheriting positions . 
Sonss or brothers may take the jobs of their fathers, but this is not the rule under state 
capitalism.. And bureaucrats, or managerial technocrats may, or may not, feel that 
theirr power rests on the persistence of a strong étatist regime, but their power is 
mostlyy translated in big material privileges and abuse of their positions. The rewards 
thuss gained are reinvested not in the state sector but in private activities, whether the 
bureaucratss are interested in the persistence of statism or not. Hence, our 
disagreementt with John Waterbury's conclusion that "there is, thus, no class-
structurall  explanation of economic liberalization and marketization in the economies 
off  the Middle East and probably elsewhere in the developing world" (Waterbury 
1991:14). . 

Thee reasons for disagreeing with this conclusion is that Waterbury's point of 
departuree in defining the interests of the 'managerial-technocratic-administrative' 
bureaucracyy rests on "their firm belief in the state itself, in its capacity to manage the 
economyy better than the private sector, and its duty to mobilize resources in a 
planned,, rational, and socially responsible manner" (Ibid. 13). This may well be the 
case,, i.e. that some managers/bureaucrats may believe in the superiority of the state as 

155 Anecdotal evidence and various press reports, in addition to testimonies by dissidents have 
recurrentlyy mentioned the names of Saddam Hussein's elder son. half-brothers, brothers-in-law. the 
sonss of some influential members in the Ba'th Party, and many others as heavily involved in oil 
smuggling,, imposing extortion on the business community, and even running 'private' printers that 
issuee forged Iraqi currency. 
166 Two articles in the Egyptian weekly Ro/. al Yousif, Apr. 13l\ 1998: 'Kids Playing with Millions'' 
andd '*  The Sons of Millionaires Control the Market". 
177 I would like to emphasize that using the term 'transitional' does not entail any ideological 
conclusion:: i.e. transitional to a predestined 'stage'. It is transitional because its mechanisms do not 
alloww its reproduction over a relatively long span, as 1 tried to show in chapter eight. 
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ann organizer and mobilizer of resources But one cannot escape the fact that these 
samee believers in the state and its superiority were passing wealth to their sons, and 
thiss wealth was employed in private business activity And it is this mechanism, and 
notnot the convictions of leaders or bureaucrats that inevitably breaks down the state 
capitalistt system. 

Profitingg from one's closeness to the influential political positions is not 
confinedd to family connections, as the lists of the Mashreq elites show. At least two 
namess in the Syrian list and seven in the Iraqi list owe their rise almost exclusively to 
theirr 'connections' to political power 'Connections' here took various forms: being a 
middle-rankk cadre in the ruling party of the political system, partnerships with 
influentiall  figures, or performing services to the regime This last case is especially 
truee for several of the Kurdish names in the Iraq list, because these were rewarded for 
joiningg hands with the ruling regime and fighting their own brethren Kurds who 
demandedd their national rights 

Thee interesting phenomenon regarding this last category of the economic elites 
iss that they (and the direct family members of the influential figures) had mostly risen 
fromm humble or modest social origins before the coming of the revolutionary regimes 
too power. One explanation to this fact is the political opportunism of individuals who 
aspiree to climb the social ladder by forging political and/or interest alliance with the 
politicallyy powerful figures. While opportunism is an effective behavior under highly 
politicizedd systems, a more structural explanation is required to account for the 
thousandss of similar cases that do not show in the lists, because the latter, it should be 
stressed,, only represent the upper coterie and not all the newcomers to the world of 
businesss under state capitalism 

Ann element of this explanation is provided by the nature and content of the 
nationalisticc revolutions themselves, which opened way for upward mobility for those 
whosee social positions had been checked under the ancien regimes. And it is here that 
thee middling traders, petty employees, and the like found the principles of statism 
responsivee to their aspirations. In other words, a combination of opportunism and self-
interestt on the one hand, and a sense of identity with the new regimes on the other 
mayy explain why many non-established strata found their upward prospects open 
underr state capitalism, and could therefore respond positively to the political slogans 
andd objectives of the revolutions. It goes without saying that under the revolutionary 
circumstancess of the Mashreq, and perhaps elsewhere for that matter, a politically 
hostilee attitude would ruin any individual or family, be that a family member of an 
influentiall  figure, an established capitalist, or a would-be capitalist 

Tablee -9.4-
Majorr Economic Actors in Post-étatist Syria 

Name e 
Firass Mustafa 
Tlas s 

Ownership p 
Chairmann of the Board of 

Mas**  Group: 8 factories and 
133 companies for agricultural 
products,, manufacturing, 
construction,, engineering and 
marketing; ; 

Sariaa Co. for Agricultural 

Background d 
Hims,, Sunni 
Muslim m 

Relationship p 
Sonn of 
Ministerr of 
Defense e 
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Products, , 
All  Saqar for Food 

Products. . 
All  Akram for Mineral 

Productss (in collaboration 
withh a Swiss Co ); 

All  Fajr for Cofee 
Grinding; ; 

All  Jabal al Akhdhar for 
Canning, , 

Mass & Co for 
Engineering; ; 

Urass for Industrial 
Undertakings;Mass for Interior 
Decoration; ; 

Mass for Metal Coatings, 
Syriann Co. for Meat 

Products; ; 
Syrian-Finnishh Dairy Co.: 

Capitall  US $ 4 million, 60% 
Mass , 35% Finnish Co. , 5% 
Locall  Syrian Investor, 

All  Golan Co for Meat 
Products, , 

Mass for Marketing, 
(Planned)) A joint meat 

productionn co in Sudan with 
Frenchh and Sudanese Cos. to 
markett to Saudi Arabia 

Acryli cc threads 307 
Dyedd acrylic threads 

(Hassann Firas Tlas & Co 22 
mnn Liras 

Sa'ibb Nahhas Chloricc acid production: 
5.44 employees: 199 

Surgicall  threads 
productionn 10 

Medicall  products 166 
Canningg & processing of 

foodd products 106 
Cartoonn boxes 209 
Babyy Food Products 99 
Vegetablee Oil 138.7 
Dryy Batteries 39.5 
Acryli cc threads 71.6 
Nahhass for Machinery 

transportt 15 
Nahhass & Co.: Cargo 

transportt 90 
Ownerr of Nahhas Tours 

Damascus, , 
Shi'a a 

-modestt state 
employeee in 
thee 1960s, son 
off  middling 
merchant t 
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Khaddam m 

Sukkar r 

All  Tabba' 

All  Aqqad 

Mallouhi i 

AlZu'bi i 

AII  Ashqar 

Boardd member of Bank 
Parr is-Lebanon 

Ownerr of resorts (Mashta 
all  Hilou) 

Jihadd Khaddam: food 
processingg 120.7 

Jamall  Khaddam: Cotton 
&&  textile products 29.5 

Basimm Khaddam & Co : 
Artisitcc Production 2.4 

Jihad:: A Saudi based TV 
production n 

Hassan,, Riyadh & 
Ghassann Sukkar PCs 8 3 

Ghassann & Riyadh 
Sukkar:: Sodium Silicate 35 6 

Ghiyathh al Tabba' & Co.: 
Nylonn & cloth 16.2 

Ghiyathh al Tabba' 
Acryli cc threads 31 

Taba""  & Co.: Dried fruits 
60 0 
Samirr al Aqqad & Co beverages 
307 7 

Maisounn Mallouhi: 
Passengerr transport 33.5 

Ahmadd Ali Mallouhi: 
transportt 34 

Mohammedd Ala' Addin al 
Mallouhi:: transport 42 

Alai '' Mallouhi: transport 
31 1 

Muhammedd Mahmoud al 
Zu'bii  & Co Medical Products 
32 2 

Qasimm al Zu'bi: Spaghetti 
productionn 16.4 

Su'add al Ashqar: 
passengerr transport 184 

Sai'dall  Ashqar & Co 
Acryli cc threads 26.6 

Exporterss to Russia 
Nabill  Ashqar: trade agent 

off  cosmetics 
Ownerr of a cosmetic 

factory y 

Banyas, , 
Sunni i 

Damascus. . 
Sunni i 

Damascus, , 
Sunni i 

Damascus, , 
Sunni i 

Hama a 

Hawran, , 
Sunni i 

Damascus,, , 
Shi'a a 

Sonss of Vice 
President t 

Sonss of 
middling g 
merchant t 

Big g 
Industrialists s 
inn the 1940s 

Family y 
specializedd in 
textile e 
productionn and 
tradee for at 
leastt 200 years 

Sonss of ex-
Primee Minister 

Sonsoff  Adib 
Ashqar,, small 
merchant t 
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All  Hakim 

Wattar r 

Makhlouf f 

All  Shihabi 

Rifa'att Al 
Assadd & Sons 

Uthmann al 
'Aid i i 

All  Shallah 

Abdull  Rahman 
all  Attar 

Ownerr of pharmaceutical 
factory y 

Ownerss of Ashqar and 
Baidhounn Co. 

Kamall  Noun al Hakim: 
passengerr transport 203 

Ahmadd Nouri al Hakim: 
concretee blocks 5 

Zuhairr Wattar: Domestic 
&&  electrical equipment 42 

Zuhairr Wattar: Metal 
productss 62 
Ownerr of Syriatel mobile 
telephones s 

Haithamm Hikmat al Shihabi: 
11 Cotton cloth 48.4 
22 Dealer of Nissan Cars 

Shareholderr in 
Eurotunnel l 

Mediaa Production 
andd ownership of satellite 
TVV channel 

Ownerss of 
Hospitalss in Damascus 

Ownerss of real 
estate e 

International l 
consortiaa of Hotel chains 

Oill  trade 

'Speciall  status' 
membershipp in Damascus 
Chamberr of Commerce 

Ownerss of large 
estatess in Al Ghouta, 
Damascus s 

Boardd member of 
Damascuss Chamber of 
Commerce; ; 

Construction n 
workss & Contracts 

Tradee agent of 
shampooss and cosmetics, 

Damascus, , 
Sunni i 

Damascus s 

Alawi, , 
Qardaha a 

Aleppo, , 
Sunni i 

Alawi, , 
Qirdaha a 

Damascus, , 
Sunni i 

Damascus, , 
Sunni i 

Sonsoff  Nouri 
all  Hakim, 
amongg the top 
merchantss in 
industrialistss in 
thee 1930s 

Maternal l 
cousinn of the 
president t 
Sonn of Chief 
off  Staff 

Brotherr of ex-
President, , 
unclee of the 
present t 
president,, ex-
vicee President 

Sonn of Dr. 
Ahmedd Munif 
all  'Aidi , a 
Damascene e 
notablee and 
famous s 
physician n 
-Topp merchant 
familyy since 
thee 1930s 

Pettyy state 
employee e 
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Baha'' al Din 
Hassan n 

Sbai'ai i 

All  Mqaylati 

11 medical supplies, 
electronics s 

Ownerr of Attar 
Bross Trading Co. 

Majorr shareholder 
off  Al Shami Private 
Hospital l 

Boardd member of 
Damascuss Chamber of 
Commerce e 

Ownerr of Ceramic 
Factory y 

Tradee agent of 
constructionn and sanitary 
material l 

Muhammedd Ma'moun: 
Boardd member of Chamber of 
Commerce e 

Ownerr of tissue factory 
Tradess in cloth, dresses 

andd textile 
Agentss in the Gulf 

Emirates s 
Ownerss and exploiters of 

diamondd mines in Africa 

Zabadani, , 
Sunni i 

Damascus, , 
Sunni i 

Aleppo, , 
Sunni i 

Begann as a 
workerr in the 
bazaar,, then 
memberr of the 
'People's s 
Assembly' ' 

Sonn of Abdul 
Badi'' al 
Sbai'aii  among 
thee biggest 
merchantss of 
Damascus s 

Unknown n 

Figuress next to company are the invested capital in million Syrian liras. 

Tablee - 9.5-
Majorr Economic Actors in 

Post-étatistt Iraq 

Name e 

All  Khirbit 

Mattii  Yousif A.Ahhad 
Balloula&&  Morris 
Basharaa Abakian 

Activity y 

A.Razzaqq Muhammed al 
Kharbitt Co. for General 
Contracts,, 1st grade, 

A.Karimm Dhiab al 
Kharbitt Contracting Co., 1st 

grade e 
Ajeell  Dhiab al Kharbit 

Co.. for General Contracts, 
1stt grade 

Ownerss of brick and 
constructionn material 
factories; ; 

Ownerss of real estate 
All  Khaled Contracting 

Co.,, 1sl grade Contractors 
(majorr military projects); 

Backgrou u 
nd d 
Anbar, , 
Sunni i 
Arab b 

Provincial l 
towns s 
around d 

Relation n 

Brotherss of 
aa senior 
cadree in the 
Ba'thh party 
andd of a 
General l 
(killedd in 
thee Iran-
Iraqq war), 
Low w 
income e 
traderss in 
thee 1960s 
Partnerss of 
Uday,, the 
elderr son of 
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Hikmatt Hadi Hjawad 
(Kubba),, Qais Kadhum 
Muhammedd Jawad 
(Kubba),, & Partners 

ShawkiSahhA.Wahab b 
all  Kubaisi 

Ahh Muhammed 
Hassounn {al Janabi) 

A.. Karim Nida Hussein, 
Mahmoudd Nida 
Hussem m 

Yousff  (Rashid) al Lami 
A.Rahimm Hmaiyyim al 
Lami i 
&&  Khain Hmaiyyim 

Eng.. Muhammed Zahir 

Ownerss of largefarms in 
all  Rashdiyya around 
Baghdad; ; 

Ownerss of a private 
Boeing; ; 

Buyerss of state Amara 
brickk factory 

Buyerss of state Basra 
dairyy factory & dairy 
collectionn center in Quma; 

Majorr shareholders and 
memberr of the board of the 
Commerciall  Bank 

Buyerr of state 
Maqdaiyyaa dairy factory & 
milkmilk  collecting center in 
Maqdadiyyah h 

Coo buyer of state Ice 
Creamm Baghdad, 

Chairmann and major 
Shareholderr in the 
Commerciall  Bank 

Buyerr of state Najaf 
brickk factory; 

Ownerr of chocolate and 
biscuitt factories 

Ownerr of al Sayyida 
flourr mill 

Co-buyerss of state 30 
Julyy brick factory, 

Ownerss of brick and 
concretee factory 

Contractorss and 
intermediaries s 

Buyerss of state concrete 
blockk factory / Basra; 

All  Khair Contracting 
Co.,, 1st grade contractors; 

All  Furat Contracting Co., 
Is'' grade contractors, 

Rashid:: Al Hmayyim 
Contractingg Co., Is' grade 
contractor, , 

Shareholderss in the 
Commerciall  Bank 

Ownerss of real estate in 
Baghdad d 

Falloujaa state block 

Mosull  Is' 
is s 
Assyrian n 
Christian, , 
'jnd d 

Armenian n 
Christian n 
Baghdad, , 
Shi'a a 
Arab b 

Anbar, , 
Sunni i 
Arab b 

Shi'a a 
Arab, , 
Hill a a 

Tikrit , , 
Sunni i 
Arab b 

Anbar, , 
Sunni i 
Arabs s 

Imara, , 

Saddam m 
Hussein n 

Middle e 
Income e 
merchants s 

Headd of the 
Iraqi i 
Federation n 
of f 
Industries, , 
modest t 
industrialist t 
beforee 1968 

Modest t 
industrialist t 

Close e 
relativess to 
ex-president t 
all  Bakir, of 
extremely y 
poorr origins 
Mediumm -
scale e 
contractors s 
inn the 1960s 

Sonn of a 



all  Imam & Partners 

Jamsheedd Yaseen al 
As'adi,, Sirdar Dawood 
all  Jaf& Partners 

Yunis&Haidar r 
Muhammedd Al i al 
Samawi i 

HazimHazim Ham id Dawood 

Latiff  Ahmed 
Muhammedd al Zibari 

Bunniyya a 

factory y 
3rr grade contracting co 
Buyerss of state 

Haqlaniyyaa stone factory ; 
Buyerss of Sinjar stone 

factory, , 
All  As'adi: co buyer of 

Sarchanarr state stone 
factory, , 

All  Jaf: Al Qadissiyyiah 
Contratingg Co , 1st grade 
contractor, , 

Sirdarr & Bros.: board 
memberss and shareholders in 
thee Commercial Bank 

Coo buyers of state Ice 
creamm Baghdad; 

Shareholderss in the 
Commerciall  Bank 

Shareholderr in al Zubair 
Co.. for Beef Products (with 
UdayUday the son of Saddam 
Hssein) ) 

Buyerr of state Misan 
dairyy factory & center for 
milkk collection in Al Adil , 

Buyerr of dairy 
machineryy of Baghdad, 
Mosull  and Qadisiyyah 
factories, , 

Coo buyer of state Ice 
creamm Baghdad 

All  Shimal Contracting 
Co.. (Mosul), 1st grade 
contractor; ; 

Bigg real estate owner in 
Mosul l 

Hajj  Mahmoud Jassim al 
Bunniyyahh & Sons Contracts 
Co.;; Is'grade, 

Majorr shareholders and 
boardd members in the 
Commerciall  Bank; 

Easternn Ice Cream and 
Frozenn Products Factory 

Ownerss of real estate in 
Baghdad d 

Ownerss of confectionery 
factory y 

Ownerss of a flour mill 

Sabean n 

Sulaimani i 
yya,, Sunni 
Kurds s 

Samawa, , 
Shi'a a 
Arabs s 

Arbil , , 
Sunni i 
Kurd d 

Baghdad, , 
Arab b 
Sunni i 

well-to-do o 
goldsmith h 
Sonss of well 
too do 
Kurdish h 
Aghas s 

Poor r 
origins, , 
pettyy traders 
inn the 1960s 

Brotherr of 
Arshad: : 
State e 
Minister; ; 

Big g 
Industrialist t 
sincee the 
1950s s 



Hassebb Salih 

Nourii  A. Muhsin Bilal 

Mahdii  S Al Rawi & 
Sons s 

A.. Hadi Hamra& sons 

Sonss of Ajeel Al Yawer 

Sonss of Khawwam al 
'Abdull  Abbas 

Khahll  al Bahrani & 
sons s 

Ownerss of fodder factory 
Ownerss of Agricultural 

Developmentt Co 
Hassibb Salih Co for Contracts 
andd Engineering, 1s' grade 

All  Ghadir Contracting 
Co.,, 2nó grade 

Ownerr of welded mesh 
factory y 

Shareholderss in the 
Commerciall  Bank, 

Ownerss of Zuhair Food 
productss factory; 

Ownerss of thread 
factory, , 

Ownersoff  al Murshid 
Industriall  Co.; 

Ownerss of Middle East 
Plasticc Industries, 

Ownerss of a al Rawi 
printingg press, 

Ownerss of Venus 
Industriall  Co 

Contractingg Co. 3rd grade 
Shareholderss in the 

Commerciall  Bank 
Shareholderss in the 

Commerciall  Bank, 
Bigg landowners, 
Ownerss of real estate in 

Mosul l 
Shareholderss in the 

Commerciall  Bank; 
Riyadh:: buyer of state 

Sanamm gravel factory; 
Ownerss of al Hadaf 

tradingg Co. 
shareholderss in the 

Commerciall  Bank, 
Buyerss of state Karabala 

dairyy factory and milk 
collectingg center in 

Sulaimam m 
yya,, Sunni 
Kurd d 

Najaf, , 
Shi'a a 
Arab b 

Anbar, , 
Sunni i 
Arab b 

Baghdad, , 
Shi'a a 
Arab b 
Mosul, , 
Sunni i 
Arab b 

Imara, , 
Shi'a a 
Arab b 

Baghdad, , 
Shi'a a 
Arab b 

1""  head of 
thee Union 
of f 
contractors, , 
big g 
contractor r 
sincee the 
1960s s 
Middling g 
contractor r 
inn the 1960s 

Big g 
Industrialist t 
ss in the 
1960s s 

Rich h 
contractors s 
inn the 1960s 
Paramount t 
shaikhh of 
Shammar r 

Big g 
Landowner r 
andd Sheikh 
underr the 
monarchy y 

Rich h 
merchants s 
inn the 1960s 
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Aghawat t 

Jawharr Hussein Khidhir 
all  Sawrchi 

Hadid d 

Youniss (Hashim & 
Bros) ) 

Ahmedd & Adnan A. 
Mun'imm Rashid 

Husainiyyah; ; 
Ownerss of Ambassador 

Hotel l 
-Ownerss of al Shamal flour 
mills; ; 

-All  Sawrchi Contracting Co., 2"d 

grade e 

Majorr shareholder & 
Gen.. Dir. Of al Asnyya 
Unitedd Industries, 

Majorr shareholder in 
Technoconsultt Engineering 
Co. . 

Ownerss of al Haj Younis 
Weavingg Co. 

Ownerss of Alexandria 
Agriculturall  Co.: 2850 donums 
off  land, fish raising pools, 
laboratoryy and fish food factory 

Mosul, , 
Sunni i 
Arab b 

Sulaimani i 
yyah, , 
Sunni i 
Kurd d 

Mosul. . 
Sunni i 
Arab b 

Mosul, , 
Sunni i 
Arab b 

Provincial l 
town n 
around d 
Baghdad d 

Big g 
landowners s 
under r 
monarchy y 
Sheikhss of a 
tribe; ; 
furnished d 
antii  Kurdish 
fighterss for 
the e 
government t 
Big g 
Landowners s 
and d 
merchants s 
under r 
monarchy y 

Big g 

industrialist t 
ss under 
monarchy y 
Brotherss of 
Khahd, , 
secretary y 
gen.. Of the 
Revolution' ' 
ss Command 
Council l 

9JJ Old Bourgeoisie and New: 

Analyzingg the composition of the new elite reveals another interesting fact, 
namelyy an expectedly high degree of resilience and adaptability among the old, pre-
revolutions'' elites of the Mashreq. The influx of new capitalists has overshadowed the 
factt that many "old" capitalists have survived the revolutionary periods. In fact five of 
entriess in the Syrian list and eight in the Iraq list belonged to upper classes of their 
respectivee societies in the pre-revolutionary eras. Among those are people whose 
families'' wealth had been even targeted by the land reform acts and/or the 
nationalizationn acts in the respective countries. The relative prominence of this group 
inn the elites' lists does not warrant, thus, their treatment as anomalies within a 
structuree composed exclusively of "nouveaux riches" 

Thee cases of Egypt, Syria and Iraq demonstrate that the newcomers have not 
beenn able to displace the old bourgeoisie all together. Rather, the expansion of 
economicc activity and the opening up of new business opportunities have loosened the 
gripp of the old bourgeoisie on the economy to a large extent and changed their 
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positionss within the existing capitalist strata. Naturally, this radical shifts in the power 
relationss among the various strata of the bourgeois class to the favor of the 
newcomerss is to a large extent the product of the bias of the new power holders to 
theirr supporters and kinsmen. 

Whilee one can discern many similarities between the ways in which the "old" 
Egyptian,, Syrian and Iraqi bourgeoisie have adapted themselves, and then responded 
too the infitah (open door) policies, there is a major difference distinguishing the Iraqi 
case.. As is well known, several old capitalists from the three countries chose to 
emigratee following the revolutionary upheavals. However, Iraq witnessed, in addition, 
aa forced uprooting of the sections of the more affluent section of its old mercantile 
community,, which belonged to the Shi'i sect. A deportation campaign was waged on 
thee eve of the Iran - Iraq war which affected hundreds of thousands of Shi'is and left 
itss imprints on the subsequent restructuring of Iraqi society18. 

Althoughh many Shi'i businessmen still figure high in Iraq's elite's list, the 
deportationn of some 250 thousand Shi'is in 1980, and around 60 thousand of them a 
decadee earlier dealt a severe blow to the economic position of Shi'a in general . In 
fact,, the first victims of the 1980 episode were hundreds of Shi'i businessmen 
suspectedd of hostility to the Ba'thist regime 

Itt is impossible to give an accurate estimate of the value of property 
confiscated,, nor on who acquired that property or how. However, a propaganda book 
writtenn by the then General Director of Security tried to prove that the deportees were 
'disguisedd Iranians' with an influential position in the economy and thus were 
threateningg Iraq's security. The following data are reproduced from the book and may 
bee taken as indicators of the amount of plundered property from Iraqi Shi'is, whom 
thee book's author calls 'Iranian' for obvious reasons: 

Thee number of Iranian merchants in Baghdad alone was 3245, including 1177 
wholesalee traders; 

Iraniann manufacturers owned 258 factories and 35 gold workshops; 
Iranians'' share in the food processing industry was 11.2 percent; 
Iranianss controlled 100 commercial agencies and commission bureaus, 
Iranianss comprised almost one third of the members of the Najaf chamber of 

commerce; ; 
Inn Karbala, there were 19 Iranian industrialists, while the number for Iraqis 

wass only 12; 
200 percent of the total number of industrialists and merchants in Basra were 

Iranians. . 
AlBarrakk 1985: 150-152 

Thee pillage of the Shi'i bourgeoisie drastically enhanced the regional shift in 
thee composition of the Iraqi bourgeoisie to the advantage of those descending from 
regionss north and north west of Baghdad, who secured a dominant position in the 
sociall  hierarchy by the 1980s. 

Thuss one would expect a greater degree of continuity within the old Egyptian 
andd Syrian bourgeoisie, not only because these two countries did not experience such 
dramaticc upheavals, but also because of the more solid roots of Egyptian and Syrian 
mercantilee and industrial classes. The available empirical data, however, do not lend 
evidencee to such a hypothesis in the case of Egypt. The reason behind this, it seems, is 
thatt the Egyptian and Syrian nationalization decrees that were passed during the 
periodd 1960 - 1963 in the former, and I960 and 1965 in the latter, were much more 

Thee effects of the Iran-Iraq war on the Iraqi society are treated in more detail in al Khafaji 2000a. 
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sweepingg than those of 1964 in Iraq. Whereas around 293 private establishments were 
affectedd by nationalization in Egypt, the respective number in Iraq was no more than 
400 Syria's nationalization acts of all banks and insurance companies were followed 
byy total or partial nationalization of 96 industrial companies in 1965. 

Thiss may partially explain how two families in our list -which comprises only 
thee upper coterie of the elite- figured among the wealthiest landed, or mercantile 
familiess under the monarchy (Batatu 1978: 58-61, 276- 281) But if one does not 
confinee his analysis to the upper echelon of the capitalist class, but rather try to trace 
thee paths taken by less prominent bourgeois elements who began their careers during 
thee second half of the 1940s, then it would be possible to discern a greater degrees of 
continuityy throughout the Mashreq. This is evident from the last columns in both lists, 
wheree the backgrounds of several of today's elites is shown to be middling traders, 
contractors,, or industrialists. 

Comparingg the Syrian and Iraqi data with those on Egypt, we find that out of 
moree than one hundred families that comprised what 'Asim al-Dusouki classified as 
"thee economic, social, and political elite" of the pre-revolutionary period, only three 
figuree in Imam's survey of the infitah bourgeoisie (al Dusouki 1975: 112-14, Imam 
1986:: 61-72) These are: al Basil, al Manzilawi and al Misri It seems, then, that many 
off  those infitah elements, which Imam classified as "the traditional capitalists", 
actuallyy belong to the layer that began its rise thanks to the conditions associated with 
WWII .. Evidence to this is the fact that of the 37 "traditional capitalists", six had 
sharess of less than EL 5000 (Egyptian Pounds) each before the revolution, six others 
hadd shares between 5000 and 20 thousand each, while three had shares ranging from 
200 to 50 thousand each (Imam 1986: 61 - 72). 

Ass to the inclusion of those same families within the "new bourgeoisie"; i.e. 
thosee old capitalists who joined the revived capitalists under the open door policy, 
somee additional doubts should be raised here, because the evidence provided for the 
activitiess of two of those families during the infitah period, are no more than the 
ownershipp of shares worth EL 10 thousand and 11 thousand respectively. 

Itt was mentioned in the previous chapters that during WW II many Egyptian, 
Syriann and Iraqi petty traders and men of humble origins benefited from the dire 
conditionss of the war and the presence of British or French troops in their countries to 
accumulatee moderate sums of capital in their hands. Those would form in the 1950s a 
layerr of rising contractors or industrialists whose further rise in the social hierarchy 
wass blocked by the monopoly of die established city notables and big landowners. 
Indeed,, many of today's wealthy Dulaimis, Kubaisis, Rawis and 'Anis (all belonging 
too the Governorate of al-Anbar) in Iraq, many Hawrams, and Alawis in Syria, and 
manyy descendants form the Nile Delta lesser urban centers in Egypt are the product of 
thatt period 

Obviously,, these did benefit from the rise of their fellow kinsmen to power a 
decadee or more later, but they had nevertheless embarked on business long before 
thatt The rise of both, politicians and bourgeoisie from hitherto marginal regions hi 
thethe Arab Mashreq should be seen as the product of one process, and not as a 
fortuitousfortuitous rise of some individuals who handed wealth to their relatives. And it is here 
thatt dissecting the rising capitalists into old, new, parasitic and bureaucratic reveal its 
inadequacy-- if not its fallacy. 

Fromm the above analysis of the three Mashreq countries we have seen that 
theree were various patterns of rise to the ranks of the 'upper classes' under 
revolutionaryy circumstance. Seen from the perspective of the backgrounds of the 
risingg elites, we have first the survivors from the old regimes who managed to stay in 
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businesss following the revolutions, and these are more numerous than is normally 
expected,, given the political turmoil that has accompanied these revolutions But the 
survivall  of these old elements does not necessarily mean that they could preserve their 
monopolisticc positions in their respective domestic markets. Nowhere is this more 
evidentt than in the case of Syria where such legendary families as a! Shallah in 
Damascuss and al Atasi in Hama not only survived the revolutionary tides but 
managedd to forge new alliances with the newcomers and found new avenues for 
makingg wealth. 

Thee 1991 foundation of the first private bank in Iraq since the 1964 act that 
nationalizedd banks presents a clear case of the new class configurations involving old 
andd new families. The founding manifesto of the bank contains the names of 244 
shareholders199 Of these names, 95 deserve our attention. 

Iraq'ss Commercial Bank example illustrates quite well how the nationalistic 
revolutionss of the 1950s have expanded the size of the economically privileged 
classes.. In the above table we see the families and individuals who began their rise in 
thee post-WWII period -roughly the one that are described as middling or big in 
thel960s-- merging with the established families of the pre-revolutionary periods. In 
thee meantime those humble officers and middle bureaucrats who played prominent 
politicall  roles in the!960s have joined the privileged strata. The complexity of this 
processs of rise could only be grasped if one takes into account that those founders of a 
privatee bank in 1991 had just been political enemies two or decades before: big 
landownerss whose excess land had been expropriated under the land reform acts, 
descendentss of a prime minister who had supervised the nationalization acts, 
grandsonss of owners of the nationalized banks, and officials or sons of officials in a 
regimee that ousted the 1963-1968 politicians. 

Butt in addition to the formal and organized sector, on which information could 
bee obtained, 'parallel1 new markets -in the metaphoric as well as the literal geographic 
sense-- have arisen, and these are almost totally out of control of the old mercantile 
elitee What this signifies is that the revolutions managed to 'democratize' access to 
wealthh by widening the size of the dominant classes, invigorating them with new 
membershipp and opening up new avenues for wealth creation. 

Thus,, alongside the survivors who are on the top lists mentioned above there 
aree hundreds of others who are still in business but no longer occupy the upper 
positionss in economy and society, and there are those who were among the wealthy, 
butt not the wealthiest before and still are after the revolutions. 

Thee second pattern of rise to the ranks of the upper crest of the economic elite 
iss the sudden rise from poor - sometimes extremely destitute- conditions This is most 
notablyy seen in Iraq, but several similar incidents did occur in Egypt and Syria In this 
case,, these newcomers are almost always direct kinsmen of the men on top of politics 

Butt the third, and in our view the most important avenue is where people who 
hadd already seen a measure of improvement in their social and economic position 
beforee the revolutions, but were shunned off from joining the old established elites 
andd who saw that their positions would not have much chance of further improvement 
underr the old system. And it is these people who found their counterpart in the 
military,, civil service men who felt the same way about the old regimes. In other 
words,, as the middling - or even the modest- contractor, trader and industrialist saw 
hiss economic prospects checked by the old system, the middling -or modest- army 
officer,, civil servant, newly university graduate from humble origin, saw the prospects 

199 The manifesto was published as a full-page ad in the daily al Thowra. 28.11.1991. 
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off  his career checked by the old system as well. These two groups of people may or 
mayy not have had direct ties to each other, though normally they did because they 
hailedd form the same regions, sects, ethnicities, and lived nearby each other in the 
capitall  cities to which they migrated. And it is in this sense, and not in any 
instrumentalistinstrumentalist or conspiratorial sense, that the new regimes sought solutions that 
responded,responded, more or less, to the aspirations and grievances of those half-way 
businessmen. businessmen. 

Tablee -9.6-
Iraq:: Major Shareholders in the Commercial Bank 

Noo of family 
members s 
j j 

9 9 
7 7 
2 2 

7 7 
5 5 
1 1 
4 4 
2 2 
6 6 

1 1 

3 3 
9 9 

7 7 
6 6 
5 5 

5 5 
1 1 

4 4 

6 6 
1 1 
1 1 

Familyy name 

Shawkii  S al 
Kubaisi i 
Bunniyya a 
Kubba a 
Hmaryyimm al Lami 

Qanbarr Agha 
SS Mahdi Al Rawi 
Haidarr al Samawi 
Hamra a 
Dohann al Hassan 
Kafill  Hussein 

Tawfiqq al Jumaili 

Tahii  Yahia 
All  Jaf 

'Araym m 
All  Yawar 
Khawwamm al 
Abdull  Abbas 
All  Bahrani 
J77 A. Amir Al 
Sarraf f 
Shanshal l 

Shubbar r 
lsamm al Chalabi 
M// Ayad al Rawi 

Region/confession n 

Anbar/Sunni i 

Baghdad/Sunni i 
Baghdad/Shi'i i 
Anbar/Sunni i 

Baghdad/Shi'i i 
Anbar/Sunni i 
Samawa/Shri i 
Baghdad/Shi'i i 
Anbar/Sunni i 
Baghdad/Shi'i i 

Anbar/Sunni i 

Anbar/Sunni i 
Arbil/Kurd d 

Anbar/Sunni i 
Mosul/Sunni i 
Maisan/Shri i 

Baghdad/Shi'I I 
Baghdad/Shi'i i 

Mosul/Sunni i 

Najaf/Shi'i i 
Mosul/Sunni i 
Anbar/Sunni i 

SocialSocial Background 

Modestt industrialist before 1968 

Bigg industrialists since the 1950s 
Middlee income merchants 
Medium-sizee contractors ir 
thee 1960s 
Richh merchants in the 1950s 
Bigg industrialists in the 1960s 
Pettyy trader in the 1960s 
Bigg contractor in the 1960s 
Ministerr in the period 1963-68 
Bigg industrialist, factor} 
nationalizedd in 1964 
Bigg industrialist & real estate 
ownerr in the 1960s 
Primee minister 1963-8 
Bigg landowners since th< 
monarchy y 
Seniorr bureaucrats in the 1960s 
Shaikhss of Shammar tribe 
Bigg landowners in the 1950s 

Bigg merchant since the 1950s 
Bigg moneychanger in the 1950s 

Middlingg landowners since the 
1950s s 
Bigg merchants since the 1950s 
Oill  minister in 1990 
Sonn of Head of the Repubhcai 
Guard d 
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Thee problem with terms like 'traditional' or 'old' versus 'new1 bourgeoisie, 
whenn used in this context is that they tend to lump different strata under one category 
Thee underlying assumption is that there was a capitalist system before the revolutions. 
Thee normal course of action for the capitalists, according to this narrative, would have 
beenn to industrialize and combat the landowners were it not for colonialism and 
imperialismm that peripheralized them. The nationalist revolutions -justifiably or not-
didd away with this system and tried to build a new post-capitalist regime, but for one 
reasonn or another, the revolutions failed. And it is this failure, not the inevitable 
breakdownbreakdown of such systems, that produced the new 'bureaucratic' and 'parasitic' 
bourgeoisiesbourgeoisies . 

Inn such analyses, authors tend to confuse strata that were already part of the 
dominantt classes of a preexisting social system, with others that are aspiring to form 
partt of the dominant class of a different system. The latter's relationship with the 
formerr (as groups and not necessarily as individuals, naturally) is antagonistic because 
thee rising groups had their subsequent growth blocked by the monopolistic positions 
thatt the established groups occupied in the economy and society as a whole In other 
words,, such authors confuse the strata on whose behalf the revolutions have taken 
place,, with those targeted by the new regimes as the main enemies . 

Manyy authors recognize the contradiction in their line of analysis when they 
decidee that the old regimes were capitalist (albeit 'corrupt', 'dependent', or 
'peripheral',, as they would put it) or that the dominant classes were capitalist on the 
onee hand, and that the revolutions ended up with the prevalence of capitalists on the 
other.. A widespread explanation, which does not necessarily contradict the other one 
onn revolutions losing their way, is that these revolutions were petty bourgeois or 
middlee class in nature. For those who propose this line of analysis, it is not hard to 
findd the evidence, whether in terms of the social backgrounds of the leaders of the 
revolutionss or the rise in the living standards of the middle-income populations 
followingg the revolutions, which is taken as an indicator of the social policies favoring 
thee petty bourgeoisie (for example, Al Shafi'1958: 42-4, Batatu 1978: 1043, Abdul 
Fadhill  1988: 112) 

Thee problem with this line of reasoning is that it does not take the full 
implicationss of what revolutions are about into consideration First, there is the 
familiarr objection to the term 'middle class' that it is an income category which does 
nott tell us anything on the social content of its members, and therefore that common 
incomess do not necessarily define common class belonging. But even if one overlooks 
thatt objection, such terms are only meaningful under a structured and well defined 
sociall  system, a qualification that, by definition, does not apply to a society 
undergoingg a revolutionary transformation Looking at the Mashreq societies on the 
immediatee eve of the revolutions wil l give us the following sketch: a tiny group of big 
landownerss that had been negatively affected by the revolutions, a similar group of 
urbann notables, both numbering the thousands On the other extreme, we wil l have a 
workingg class which in the strict sense of the word does not exceed the tens of 

:""  This is not a speculative outline of how various Arab, and non-Arab, writers view the nationalist 
revolutionss in the Mashreq Imam consecrates the first fifty  pages of her work to such an interpretation. 
Mahmoudd Abdul Fadhil. on the other hand, begins a chapter of his book on the political economy of 
Nasscrismm by a quote from Saint Juste, that a revolution that stops half way digs its grave, implying 
thatt there was some necessary causality leading Nasscrism towards socialism. 
211 Bv saying that the revolutions were carried on behalf of these strata, that does not mean at all that the 
leaderss of the revolutionary regimes were consciously acting as agents of these strata, or as 
representativee of their interests. The revolutionary leaders viewed the prospects of their societies and 
designedd their policies in ways that eventually benefited these strata. 
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thousandss in number. But where is the rest of society'1 Shopkeepers, retail traders, 
streett vendors and servicemen, domestic servants and beggars, petty clerks and civil 
servants,, state employees, policemen, army officers and soldiers, members of liberal 
professions:: all these and many more can be classified as middle class, or petty 
bourgeoiss (with the appropriate grading naturally: lower-middle, upper-middle, etc.). 

Butt it is not only the huge numerical aspect of the so-called middle-class that 
makess labeling systems or revolutions as such objectionable The objection is 
promptedd by the fact that nationalistic revolutions come by definition on a 
backgroundd where the people are atomized, because of the collapse of the old binding 
structuresstructures It is the task of the revolutions to lay the foundations for the restratification 
off  society And it is through this process of restratification that the 'new' upper 
classes,, as well as the 'new' lower classes will emerge. In other words, it is from these 
samee so-called middle classes, that are nothing else but the atomized vast majority of 
thee population that the new social structure will emerge. That is why such loose labels 
ass 'petty-bourgeoisie' or 'middle class' are meaningless under conditions of change 

Thee analysis provided in this work has tried to refute the simplistic conception 
thatt bourgeois changes are not compatible with statism, or that bourgeois 
transformationss are conducted by old urban men of wealth. In the meantime, 
bourgeoiss transformation is not a conscious policy recipe in the minds of policy 
makerss who know in advance the end result of what they are establishing. Moreover, 
embarkingg on this road does not guarantee at all the success of politicians in 
producingg a fully-fledged bourgeois society, as the Mashreq experience clearly show. 
Neitherr in Europe nor in the Mashreq could the big financiers, merchants, or 
industrialistss of premodernity be the agents of capitalist transformation. In both cases 
theyy were part and parcel of the precapitalist systems and stood to lose from 
revolutions.. In both cases the atomized populations made gains. But this does not 
contradictt the fact that after the 'restoration', i.e. the post revolutionary stabilization, 
somee compromises are reached where elements of the old elites are reincorporated 
withinn the new elites. And in our case, it is quite noteworthy that the vast majority of 
thee newly reincorporated old elites came from the urban and not land owning elites 

9.44 Power Versus Wealth; 

Theree is yet another way of looking at the individuals' paths of joining the 
newlyy formed elites, and that is by looking at their relationship with the rising power 
structuress in the region. Although it would be tautological to state that the political 
authorityy played an extremely important role in shaping the boundaries and content of 
thee new elite, the patterns of relationship are multifarious Although kinship 
relationshipp plays a prominent role in facilitating the rise to an elite status, it is by no 
meanss the only way and it cannot account for the ways that political power influences 
thee formation of new dominant classes. It is for this reason that we feel that such 
termss as 'bureaucratic bourgeoisie' are inadequate. 

Thee theoretical problematic does not lie in coining, yet, another term to 
describee the newly constituted bourgeoisie. It rather lies in the recognition of the 
existencee of multiple types of connections with the holders of political power. In fact, 
thethe essence of political change following any revolution, including the nationalist 
onesones in the Middle East region, lies exactly in widening up the scope for neiv 
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entranceentrance to the dominant groups. This has also been the case in the making of 
bourgeoiss Europe i.e. that political change came not to "create" new classes, but to 
createe the conditions for certain groups to occupy certain privileged places in the 
sociall  hierarchy. Connections with those holding political power are thus essential 
prerequisitess for the rise of strata trying to compete with, or to occupy places 
alongsidee an already established upper class. Thus, neither being a one time 
bureaucrat,, nor a relative of a bureaucrat can describe fully the wide spectrum of 
peoplee benefiting, in one way or another, from a state capitalist regime, or indeed 
fromm any new political regime . 

Heree again, we find that the use of such terms as 'the bureaucratic 
bourgeoisie'' misleading, because it implies one or two historically mistaken contrasts 
att the same time: contrasting a supposedly exceptional case whereby a new 
bourgeoisiee has risen thanks to the state, with a 'normal' old bourgeoisie that rose 
thankss to the market or to economic forces in the Mashreq, and/or in Europe. 

Inn the first case -the comparison with the old men of wealth in the Mashreq-
twoo radically different instances of the life cycle of socio-economic systems and 
sociall  classes are confused, leading to misleading generalizations. We have seen in 
thee preceding chapters that the beginnings of "old" men of wealth in the Arab 
Mashreqq (as elsewhere else) was never a spontaneous process following a purely 
economicc logic and dissociated from the intervention of political, or extra economic 
factors.. In Egypt, the Shaikhs of settled tribes, like al Shari'i, al Basil and al Shawarbi. 
acquiredd their properties in the forms of grants from Mohammed AH, who further 
appointedd many members of their families as 'Umdas (chiefs) of villages. Other 
families,, like Yakin, made their rise through marriage relations with the Khedive's 
familyy Still others were recruited to the landowning class thanks to their professional 
skillss (Barakat 1977: 361 -369). 

Thee political rise of the Egyptian A'yan (notables) to the detriment of the 
mamlukss throughout the monarchy period, was depicted by Eric Davis, who analyzed 
thee social composition of membership of Egypt's parliaments over several decades. Of 
thee 79 members constituting the 1866 parliament, 59 held the title of 'umda, 6 were 
effendis,, 5 aghas, 3 beys and only one pasha. So what was Egypt undergoing in the 
1850ss was in fact the consolidation of a new formation, a precapitalist one to be sure. 
"New""  men of modest backgrounds ('umdas and effendis) were on the rise thanks to 
'politics'.. Half a century later, the 69 members of the 1914 parliament included no 
'umdass or aghas , while there were 37 beys, 11 pashas and 7 effendis (Davis 1983: 
49).. The system has been consolidated and 'economic' forces would seem to be 
runningg the scene. 

Inn other words, looking at the situation in the 1860's, power would have 
lookedd a major source of affluence in Egypt. People of humble standing occupied 
aroundd three-quarters of the seats of the parliament, while fifty years later, it was the 
pashass and beys who dominated the legislative instance and thus shaped the executive 
power.. Many of those pashas and beys themselves owe their rise to their 'linkages' 
withh state power, but from the vantage point of, say, the 1950s, they would be seen as 
aa distinct social force, and they would, indeed, behave as such. 

222 Ironically, the term "bureaucratic bourgeoisie" may be more relevant to countries where a 
clearr distinction exists between state and civil society, as well as the separation between different 
instancess of political power; i.e. to developed capitalist countries. Here one can describe cases where 
seniorr politicians, or bureaucrats enter the world of business after their withdrawal from the public 
scene,, benefiting from the connections that they had made during their public sen ice. 
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Inn Syria and Iraq a similar pattern can be described for the rise of the "old" 
notabless In the 1950s big landowners, big merchants and senior bureaucrats shaped 
bothh countries' politics. But four decades earlier, many of these people had been 
allottedd miri (public) lands because of their collaboration with the British rule in Iraq, 
orr the French in Syria. Urban merchants rose when they were on good terms with the 
Britishh and the nascent monarchy. In Iraq, out of the 300 sherifian officers who 
composedd the backbone of the incipient state apparatus in the 1920s, only three 
descendedd from wealthy families. Yet only two decades later, the average holding of 
eachh of these bureaucrats was 10-15 thousand donums of land ( Batatu 1978 : 273). 

Butt without addressing the general issue of power and wealth, our analysis 
mayy seem to give support to the notion that in the 'exceptional' Middle East power 
givess rise to wealth in the Arab Mashreq and not vice versa 

9.55 Political Authority Revisited: The Exceptional Mashreq? 

Politicall  authority, I have tried to demonstrate, takes firm root within a given 
community// society if the active members of the latter are convinced of its necessity 
forr the reproduction of their social relations. This conviction needs not be necessarily 
viewedd as enthusiastic support, or that people necessarily view the political system as 
thee optimal one. A complex set of calculations is involved here, whereby people 
weighh the costs of change with the feasibility and benefits of any alternative. The 
costss of protection and guaranteeing this reproduction; that is the surplus extracted 
fromm the subjects by those assuming political power, vary according to the perceived 
dangerss that the community faces, the limits of extraction beyond which the subjects 
mayy revert to alternative less costly sources of protection, and the prosperity of the 
protectedd community. 

Byy posing the two pillars of political authority as physical violence and 
consentt (moral, ideological), we have noted that consent must be of paramount 
importancee in comparison to the other pillar. This should not mean at all that physical 
violencee has played a secondary role in the imposition and perpetuation of the various 
politicall  structures in history, but rather that unless we are dealing with passing 
episodes,, physical violence and the threat to use it against those who break certain 
normss must be legitimized, in such a way that a significant proportion of the 
populationn (or its active sections at least) would accept these norms as being more or 
lesss their own norms, the norms that are designed to preserve them and enhance their 
welll  being, whether they view these norms as given by god or as manmade. 
Moreover,, consent should not be necessarily identified with acceptance, enthusiasm 
orr active support. Suffice it that this section of society feels that these norms serve a 
positivee function, even if they have objections to the concrete working or applications 
off  these norms, or have suggestions to improve or perfect them, or feel that those in 
powerr are not quite trustworthy of looking to the faithful application of these norms 
andd enforcing them. 

Itt is under these conditions that people will accept physical violence (even 
veryy brutal violence and on a collective basis at times) as an unavoidable means to 
dissuadingg those who would think of breaching "our" principles. Yet the degree of 
permissivenesss towards state's violence naturally varies with time and according to 
thee circumstances. No doubt, many Parisian sans-culottes were expressing sincere joy 
ass they used to gather daily in order to applaud the chopping of the heads of the 
'enemiess of the revolution', and many Iraqis were thrilled by scenes of the murder of 
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thee powerful men of the monarchy, acts that would be frowned upon decades later as 
uncivilizedd and/or unacceptable 

Ass people identify themselves with a certain socio-political system, they tend 
too accept more violence against its/their enemies, or against the perceived threats that 
thiss system might face. In the meantime, they tend to acquiesce to the usurpation of 
moree and more authority by political leaders as necessary means, when and if they 
perceivee imminent dangers threatening their survival. But the specific terms of 
acquiescencee are also subject to the historical period that we are dealing with. A ruler 
whoo is viewed as representing the will of some sacred god of the community, for 
example,, is allowed to inflict injuries upon the opponents of god, or conversely to ask 
forr physical sacrifices from the faithful subjects that other rulers can not dream of. 

Thiss conclusion, however, could be stated differently: that the balance 
betweenn the physical and the purely moral should not be taken as fixed over time or 
acrosss cultures and space. Sacrificing a young virgin to the Nile every spring in order 
too avert his anger, or the Spanish Inquisition should be seen in this light; that they are 
'necessary'' conditions for the harmonious functioning of consent. Consent and 
physicall  violence are not, therefore, components of an equation with a zero sum 
result;; i.e. an increase in one of the variables equals the decrease in the value of the 
otherr Revolutionary periods are typical examples when consent (in the form of 
enthusiasm)) and violence both increase, while periods of stability of a regime could 
witnesss a decrease in both: passive consent with a minimum of law violations. In 
otherr words, as violence, or the threat of violence, appears in the eyes of the 
dominatedd as a means to ensuring f he rendering of services by the rulers, or as a 
meansmeans to achieving the harmonious functioning of "our" society, political authority 
achievesachieves its highest degree of legitimacy. 

Thee incidence of recurrence to violence does not determine, by itself, the 
legitimacyy of a regime since a society that faces -or that is indoctrinated in the belief 
thatt it faces- formidable threats or enemies would be willin g to acquiesce to a higher 
dosee of violence as a necessity for preserving the unity. 

Thee above analysis enables us to reject the false contrast between the 
dynamicss of European development on the one hand, and those of third world (and 
particularlyy the Middle East) underdevelopment on the other This problematic is 
oftenn stated in terms of two contrasting categories: power vs. wealth. The crude, hut 
unfortunatelyunfortunately widely accepted thesis, is that in Europe classes were born 
'economically'' and then imposed their political interests on their respective societies 
byy capturing state power, whereas in the Middle East the opposite is assumed to be 
true;; i.e. that wealth is created via power What I have tried to demonstrate above is 
thatt it is erroneous to contrast or compare the two categories of power and wealth 
simplyy because wealth is one of the manifestations of the wider concept of power. I 
wil ll  show below that many contemporary authors went at length to address a false 
problematicc because they departed from (unfounded) assumptions that are directly 
derivedd from that mistaken way of contrasting 'economics' and 'politics'. 

First,, by equating power with coercion they dispensed with one stroke with the 
hardd task of analyzing ways in which power articulates with people's real fears and 
worries,, thus engendering forms of acquiescence towards power and authority. 
Second,, by failing to note that until the dominance of capitalism, the political-social 
andd economic functions are inseparable, and that affluence is a function of the 
politicall  services that a group performs for the community, they assume that any 
systemm where production relations are not purely market-based is either irrational or is 
basedd upon coercion. 
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AA typical example of confusing the forms of rise of property relations under 
variouss systems, is Roger Owens's observation about the 'creation' of landed estates 
inn nineteenth-century Egypt which, according to him: 

"hadd its origin not in the development of local market forces but in an exercise 
off  state power. It was Egypt's rulers who handed over a large part of the Delta 
too government officials and Egypt's administrative system that allowed others to 
seizee land for themselves. ...The first tentative move for the establishment of 
privatee property in land was entirely the work of the country's rulers, for 
reasonss of their own." 

Owenn 1981a: 535-536 
Whenn the rise of property relations, especially precapitalist ones is explained 

inn terms of 'either the state or the market' then the author would inevitably fail to ask 
thee major question regarding the wider historical perspective: where and when did 
feudalism,, or any precapitalist form of property for that matter, arise from market 
forces77 We have noted in chapters four and five that the European 'benefice' began as 
aa form of grant from the sovereign, then they became increasingly assimilated to 
'honor'' (public office and jurisdiction) Later on, grants of land ceased to be gifts, to 
becomee conditional tenures held in exchange for sworn service (P Anderson 1974 a 
139). . 

Forr Owen, and many other writers however, markets are the ultimate arbiters 
off  rationality irrespective of the socio-economic system under study Yet even the rise 
too market-based relations of social reproduction was characterized by the interplay 
betweenn political and economic forces. Only with the dominance of capitalism do 
economiceconomic functions gain autonomy and the functions of the capitalist class are widely 
seenseen as purely economic, hence the widespread notion that capitalism is the only 
rationalrational system, or the only system that is based on 'economic calculations'. 

Beforee capitalism, agricultural communities in Western Europe and the 
Mashreqq alike have almost always acquiesced to die domination of horse/ camel 
riderss who forced them to pay tributes in exchange for protection. But the outcome of 
thiss conjugation of peasants and warriors was not the same across communities or 
time,, for this depended on the level of technical development, the previously existing 
propertyy relations within that given community, and most crucially on the level and 
intensityy of social conflicts and bargains between oppressors and oppressed and the 
meanss and efficiency of resistance that peasants can put in the face of the new 
oppressors.. The resulting social relations of production and property relations are 
thereforee neither the product of the intentional designs of the economically dominant 
class,, nor of those who assume political authority. 

Doess this conclusion contradict the fact that members of the ruling classes 
enjoyy the material privileges of their political position by turning themselves into 
memberss of the propertied classes9 And how do we account for the fact that access to 
politicall  authority has been an important factor in facilitating access to membership of 
thee affluent classes within a given society? Or perhaps these phenomena are not 
universall  ones, and are only the product of a radically different setting in the third 
worldd or the Arab/Islamic world, which should invite us to analyze the latter's 
processess of socio-economic and political development in a different manner? 

Twoo flawed methodologies seem to complement each other in most of the 
literaturee on Middle East social structures and power relations. The unfortunate 
outcomee is that some of the best minds that produced innovative ideas in critiquing 
thee conventional orientalist thinking could not detach themselves from the basic tenets 
off  that thinking 
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Thee first flawed methodology is empiricism, which confines its analysis to the 
subjectivee sphere, i.e. how a society perceives or legitimates its divisions, without in 
thee meantime trying to explain the historical conditions that gave rise to these 
divisionss and the basis of their legitimacy, or to the process by which a society 
ideologizess its divisions Once again we have to reiterate that ideologizing and 
legitimizingg social divisions and relations are not necessarily a 'false' or conscious 
actss of manipulating the people. They are dictated by the social necessary 
consciousnesss of an epoch. 

Conventionall  orientalism/empiricism produced the 'mosaic' model: a highly 
distortedd and ideologically biased account of the structure and performance of the 
Mashreqq social formations, whereby "Islamic social structure is conceived as a 
mosaicc or patchwork of tribes, religious minorities, social groups and associations" 
(Turnerr 1978: 39). 

Withh the exception of a few clearly propagandist authors, empiricist/orientalist 
wnterss were not necessarily 'wrong' in their description of divisions among social 
groups.. Many of them enriched our understanding of the working of some aspects of 
thee societies under study. Yet, the flawed methodology lies in the fact that each and 
everyy precapitalist formation is a 'mosaic' society, if we look at it through our 
contemporaryy prism21. The mere fact that these structures were articulated in a way 
thatt looks unfamiliar to us today does not warrant any conclusion regarding the 
despotic/tolerantt nature of a given political system, or the passiveness of society and 
thee lack of indigenous social dynamics Thus a constant theme in the work of 
establishedd orientalists like Gibb and Bowen, Bernard Lewis, E. Kedoune and P.J 
Vatikiotiss was the totally passive social structures in the Middle East, whereby, 
accordingg Roger Owen's critique of Gibb and Bowen's Islamic Society and the West 

"Societyy was divided into rulers and ruled, the former segregated from the latter 
byy the fact that they were organized into 'closed castes'. The rulers possessed 
nearr absolute power and exercised it directly on the ruled without the mediation 
off  any intermediary groups or institutions (with the possible exception of ulama 
orr men of religion." 

Owenn 1975: 103- 104 
Gibbb and Bowen, as many other orientalists, cannot imagine social struggles 

andd configurations in any other way than their nineteenth-twentieth century 
manifestations,, i.e. explicitly defined classes with their explicitly defined 
organizations,, each waging struggles in defense of one class cause or another. In this 
way,, all other forms of social configuration and struggles are equated with the non-
existencee of classes or struggles. And in the case of the modern Mashreq state, a line 
off  continuity is imagined between the 'inherently and exceptionally' despotic 
Ottomann state and its imagined descendant Numerous empirical studies (many of 
whichh have been cited in this work) have clearly shown the fallacy of such concepts 
regardingg the Ottoman Empire, which was not -and could not be- as centralized and 
despoticc as much orientalist stereotyping would want us to believe. Seen in historical 
perspective,, the Ottomans were comparable to any of their contemporary imperial and 
statee structures that had to preserve a delicate balance between the autonomy of the 
variouss components of the societies they ruled and the requirements of extracting as 

233 On the other side, there were these authors who tried to 'refute*  orientalist approaches by borrowing 
textbookk categories and applying them to the Mashreq societies. Instead of earning serious studies on 
thee mechanisms of precapitalist formations, they simply stretched modem concepts into the past. Not 
surprisingly,, the outcome was a caricature in which we find 'working classes' and bourgeoisies" even 
inn the sixth century AD! 
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muchh tribute as possible and pumping it to the center Compared with their 
contemporaryy counterparts, the Ottomans were probably less tolerant of societal 
autonomyy in some practices and more tolerant in others, for example towards 
Christianss and Jews. 

Itt is here that the second flawed methodology, what in the preceding chapters 
wee called a doubly mistaken reading (or interpretation) of history: a mistaken reading 
off  European history on the one hand, and a mistaken interpretation of the Mashreq's 
formationn on the other, particularly colors the analysis on class and state in the 
Mashreq. . 

Regardingg the role of politics and authority in a precapitalist formation, I have 
triedd to show that the contrasting Europe to the Mashreq is unfounded because in both 
casess economics and politics are inseparable instances. The differences however, lied 
inn the costs of protection required in each formation, whether protection from 
nomadicc threats or from floods. But then how can we explain the role of the state 
duringg the rise to modernity9 

"Theorization""  the "inverse" relation between political power and economic 
wealthh in the Arab world, Richards and Waterbury write: 

"[A] tt no time in the modern history of Egypt has a capitalist class captured the 
state.. Rather it has been the quasi-autonomous state and its manipulators- the 
Muhammadd 'Al i dynasty, the British, or the military- that have broken up, 
reassembled,, or created out of whole cloth existing and new class interests 
Classs formation and state policy are intimately bound, with the traditional path 
too economic status lying through access to political power. In Egypt and 
elsewheree in the Middle East, in contrast to the experience of the capitalist 
West,, no group has obtained an enduring grip on political power or on economic 
resources." " 

Richardss and Waterbury 1990: 232-3 
Ismaill  Sabri Abdulla puts the 'inverse' relationship in a more explicit way: 

"[C]apitahsmm in the core (center) has built its economic might, then relied on it 
too seize state power, while capitalism in the periphery seizes state power first, 
thenn uses it to build its economic might." 

Sabn'Abdallahh 1986:42 
Finally,, Ghassan Salame pushes such conclusions to their extremes by stating that: 

"[Ecjonomicc and financial resources did not play a central role in the 
establishmentt of political power in the Arab world. Consequently, people still 
refrainn from viewing them as being necessary elements of power. Wealth is the 
rewardd received by the powerful and not the source of this power. One could 
arguee that such an un-economic political culture is the most suitable local 
complementt to foreign economic domination." 

Salamee 1987 b: 232 
And: : 

"Economicc and financial capability plays no fundamental role in the making of 
Arabb authority. Hence people do not come to look upon it generally as a factor 
off  power, but rather as an addition to an already existent power which was made 
thankss to the sword. Money is the reward for the powerful, and not the source of 
hiss power." 

Salamee 1987a: 116 

These,, and other, statements are in fact the perfect combination of the two 
flawedd methodologies: empiricism and ahistoricism. They take everyday 
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consciousnesss as their point of departure; what people consider the real merit "money 
iss the reward of the powerful and not the source of his power". But what form will 
moneyy in the hands of the 'powerful' take0 Wil l it be a fief, a factory or a bank9 And 
whatt is the specific form that power takes at different phases0 Will it take the form of 
aa military Caesar or a popularly elected Winston Churchill9 The answers to these 
questionss he in historical processes whose outcome is neither decided by everyday 
consciousness,, nor even by the most determined political wil l 

However,, the above analyses basically tell us that political wil l and power are 
indeedd conditioned by social structures 'elsewhere' but not in the exceptional Middle 
East,, a serious claim that needs to be examined thoroughly here, because it forms the 
coree conclusion of the 'exceptionalist' Middle East theses and is widely shared, in full 
orr part, by many authorities 

Inn my view, these statements combine (at least) three serious methodological 
flaws,, which I propose to outline. 

1.. The first flaw results from a misconception of the life cycle of social 
formationsformations in general. 

Sociall  formations, capitalist or precapitalist, are assumed to have the same 
featuress and characteristics throughout their duration Thus if capitalism today is seen 
too be run by capitalists, and if politics is the crystallization of relatively transparent 
sociall  struggles, a whole set of constant and non-changing characteristics is derived 
formm this particular moment in the lif e cycle of the capitalist social formation. 

Butt what if we reflect on the 'material' interests that drove the Reign of Terror 
inn 1794 France9 What if we think of how the Parisians viewed the relationship 
betweenn power and wealth at a time when wealth and economic might could not 
preventt their holders from facing their miserable fates on the guillotine? Salame, and 
Waterburyy would have certainly assured us that 'economic and financial resources did 
nott play a central role in the establishment of political power in France". And later on, 
whenn the leaders of the revolutions, the peasants who formed Cromwell's model 
army,, the peasant gentleman Cromwell himself, or the individuals from the atomized 
Parisiann plebeians, would get enriched thanks to the revolutions, a contemporary 
observerr may come out with the conclusion that these people had captured state power 
first,first, then built their economic might and not the other way around. 

Thee point that I would like to make here is that the interplay between the 
variouss instances: ideology, politics and economics are not given once and for all for 
anyy formation, and that is why we must firmly distinguish between the maturity age of 
aa certain social formation, and the age of its unfolding. In the former, the regulating 
mechanismss seem to be working in a spontaneous way, the system has imposed its 
legitimacyy on the majority of the population, and its rules look like the 'natural' and 
eternall  rules. However, these rules and mechanisms are far from established during 
thee formative year, and hence the revolutions that are, by definition, acts of collective 
violencee against substantial groups of the population who refuse to abide by the new 
rules.. And once again, revolutionary periods are characterized by politicizing most 
aspectss of social lif e 

Butt in order to accept the conclusion that the high level of politicization in the 
present-dayy Middle East is only a product and a feature of its transitional historical 
context,, we have to accept a necessary corollary: that irrespective of the intentions of 
politicall  leaders, state capitalism, or whatever terminology one would like to use for 
thee state interventionist era, is inherently transitional and not an independent and self-
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sustainingg social formation 4 And in order to accept this proposition, we need to 
firmlyy reject the notion that Mohammed Ali' s social formation, or even the Mashreq's 
sociall  formations of the 1940s, were capitalist. Without these conclusions, we are only 
leftt with the inevitable orientalist explanation of the eternally despotic Mashreq that is 
alwayss by sheer power, a statement that could be easily refuted once we remember 
thatt during the age of maturity of the sharecropping system - the 1930s and 1940s-
parliaments,, political parties, big landowners, and urban notables did prevail in the 
Mashreq,, with all the semblance of 'wealth and financial capability playing a 
fundamentall  role in the making of Arab authority". 

2.. The second methodological flaw is a direct consequence of the first, and is 
basedd upon a crude instrumentalis/ understanding of classes and political power, 

Waterbury'ss contrast of capitalists 'capturing states' in the West, and 'states 
capturingg classes' in the East, raises many questions (and exclamation points), 
especiallyy when it comes after decades of lively and profound debates on the capitalist 
state:: its role, autonomy, and precise relationship with the capitalist formation and 
withh the dominant classes25. 

Forr a contemporary author to say that French or American Capitalist interests 
dominatee the respective state machinery may not raise many eyebrows, precisely 
becausee the statement is too loose to allow much fruitful conclusions. However, very 
few,, if any, would have accepted this designation in 1776 US or in 1789 France For 
thee proponents of change, these transformative moments were establishing 
independence,, liberty, equality and fraternity, and not the rule of capital. The 
opponentss simply looked at the rebellion as mobs and not as 'capitalists capturing 
statee power'. As for the state, it was seen by the former as an independent rational 
machinee acting on behalf of the nation, and by the latter as a despot acting on its own 
(Schamaa 1989). 

Inn both cases, no class content could have been derived in advance from the 
incumbentt state machine, simply because the capitalist class had not consolidated as a 
classs yet. However, despite the independent appearance of the French and the 
Mashreqq revolutionary states, they did reflect the aspirations of some, and they did 
arousee the antagonism of others. And it is in this sense, and not in any instrumentalist 
sensee that one can understand the class content of states, or to quote Supple: 

"Thee extent of state political and economic activity obviously varied from 
countryy to country. Yet, even where it was at its most extreme, it cannot be 
treatedtreated as an entirely independent element in socio-economic processes - i.e. as 
ann institution, which, with or without consent, imposes its will on all other 
institutions.. Although its power was virtually absolute, the state must also be 
seenn as part of society, reflecting particular social forces and representing 
(howeverr confusedly and narrowly) specific group or class interests ... [T]he 
statee enters the arena...not as an arbitrary and unpredictable force, but as the 
agentt of 'old' or 'new' forces or classes within society, acting either on self-
interestt or in pursuit of an ostensibly national purpose, within which their own 

Oncee again. we need to specify here that to designate stale capitalism as a "birth" phase of a 
formationn does not enlail any Ideological assumption about the new born, who may or may not survive, 
andd who may grow up healthy or defonned. 

Some,, but certainly not even the majority, of these works have been cited earlier in this work. Such 
classicall  debates as the Miliband-Poulantzas debate of the 1960s, the German debate in the 1970. 
amongg many others have cast away, or so one would think, the crude versions of classes capturing 
statess and running them at will (See Miliband 1968. Poulantzas 1978. Hollowav and Picciotto eds 
1978). . 
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rolee can be rationalised. The .sfatc, like the entrepreneur or the labour 
movement,movement, is a social phenomenon." 

Supplee 1980: 306-7 (Italics added) 

Butt once again, in order to accept this conclusion, one has to reject the crude 
versionn whereby the capitalist class is imagined to be those bankers and merchants 
thatt were part and parcel of the precapitalist formation. And if we identify the 
capitalistt class with these strata, then one would have to affirm that the French 
revolutionn was more anticapitalist than the nationalist Mashreq ones. For if the latter 
havee nationalized the assets of some of these strata, the French executed them. 

3.. The third flaw in the exceptional state theses is confusing modes of 
productionsproductions with individual positions within modes of production. 

Classess are not made, neither are modes of production In order to accept the 
ideaa that the British, the French, 'created1 classes, we have to treat imperialism as a 
subjectt with a will , not as a relationship the outcome of which depends on the balance 
off  power between the two partners in this relationship. And if we accept the thesis on 
thee will of imperialism, then we cannot understand why colonizing Australia, or the 
territoryy that became the US has led to the rise of capitalism, while colonizing Benin 
invigoratedd slavery, and colonizing Egypt consolidated precapitalism. Simply put, 
imperialistt interests overwhelm foreign territories with one aim; to maximize their 
politicall  and economic gains. Whether this condition would be fulfilled by the 
consolidationn of a gentry, an industrial capitalism, or sharecropping sheikhs depends 
mainlyy on the levels of development of the invaded social formation. The same holds 
forr local power holders, be these military juntas or revolutionary reformers. 

However,, by saying that political power does not create modes of production 
orr forms of social organization, we are not underestimating the active role that the 
formerr plays in shaping the socio-economic relations. Political power, in Europe, as 
wellwell as in the Mashreq, has been instrumental in assigning roles within the dominant 
socialsocial organization, but not in 'creating' classes or modes of production. 

Neww modes of transportation and trade, developments in warfare and control 
technologyy were endogenized and articulated by different societies and segments 
withinn societies in different ways. In the Mashreq, the outcome was mainly the 
sharecroppingg system, which neither the Ottomans, nor the British or local leaders had 
muchh say in deciding its mechanisms and modalities. However, political power- the 
British,British, Ottomans, or local leaders- played a crucial role in deciding who becomes a 
bigbig landowner, and who is deprived from land ownership. 

Byy confusing the two, seemingly, similar processes: the rise of new social 
relationss on the one hand and the dominant or dominated positions that individuals 
occupyy within the rising structure of social relations, we cannot understand the 
mechanismss of power in transitional instances, because we are led to believe that 
politicall  intervention is a peculiar anomaly that characterizes the Middle East. In this 
respect,, one needs only to quote an example from England, the classical model of 
liberalism,, where the practice of selling monopolies for the starting of new industries 
"hadd started with Elizabeth who had bestowed valuable patents upon favourites and 
pensioners,, upon servants of the Queen's household and upon clerks in lieu of 
salaries""  (Dobb 1963: 165). It was only with the Stuarts that royal grants of 
monopolyy substituted a system where influence at Court determined the distribution 
ofof economic rights of way. 

Let'ss conclude by stating that the complex processes of class consolidation 
andd formation during the passage to modernity cannot be captured by using 
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analyticallyy poor dichotomies putting states against classes, or by applying criteria 
andd categories that can only be valid in analyzing structured and mature social 
formations. . 

Whatt I have tried to show above is that states and classes are not two parallel 
categories,, nor are they reified instruments. During transformative periods both 
undergoo changes the outcome of which is never given by simple statements of intent 
orr political dreams. 

Ass the modalities of class consolidation, the interplay between politics and 
wealthh formation, and the ideological mantles that these processes look similar in both 
thee Mashreq and some European cases, we may as well attempt to conclude this work 
withh a few thoughts on the divergent outcomes of these transformations in each case 
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Appendixx to Chapter 9: 
Notee on the Method of Samplin£ 

Ass was mentioned in chapter nine, no surveys on the contemporary economically dominant 
familiess and individuals exist for Syria and Iraq. Besides, much of the information regarding 
influentiall  personalities in both countries is considered state secret. 
Inn my attempt to compose such lists for Syria and Iraq, the objective was not to draw an 
exhaustivee directory on 'who's who' in each of these two countries, but to produce a 
representativee sample of families and individuals who belong to the upper crests of each 
country'ss affluent classes. 

A)) Syria: 
Myy major source for Syria was two comprehensive lists of 347 executed projects under law 
noo 10 of 1991. The handwritten (and semi-confidential) lists were prepared by the Investment 
Bureauu of the Office of the Prime Minister around the year 1995and was obtained by the 
presentt author during his research trip to Syria during the Summer of 1996. 
Theyy contain seven fields: name of owner(s), total capital expressed in US $, its precise field 
off  activity, address, type of ownership, operating capital and the planned number of workers. 
Thee second list contains an eighth field on the projected value of imported components for the 
projectt under implementation 
Otherr sources: 

Presss reports; 
Almostt 180 hours of interviews were conducted with seventeen merchants and 

businessmenn (who preferred to keep anonymity for obvious reasons) to know some 
detailss on the personal details and backgrounds of the names mentioned in these lists 

Recordss of board grade of membership in the Damascus Chamber of Commerce. 

B)) Iraq: 
Iraqq remains one of the most secretive states in the world and until a few years ago it was 
particularlyy difficult to verify the available data on its economic elite 
Ann original list of 75 families was published by the present author (al Khafaji 1983). This was 
mainlyy prepared by reliance on interviews with ex-officials and members of Iraq's business 
communityy living in exile. In addition, and because of the construction boom of the 1970s, a 
detailedd search in specialized business magazines (notably the London -based MEED: Middle 
Eastt Economic Digest) was carried to look at the names of bidders for contracts. Other 
sources,, included business directories (notably, several editions of Giselle Bricault (ed.) 
Majorr Companies in the Arab World. Graham & Trotman Ltd., London). 
Sincee then major improvements could be made to the above list, thanks to the following 
sources: : 

a)) Lists of gold and cash donators to the Iran-Iraq war effort, which appeared in the Iraqi 
dailiess during the period July 1st - Sep. 8th 1983. I selected the names of donators of US $ 
50,0000 and more. The inadequacies of these lists are clear. For example, many individuals 
-especiallyy those belonging to the ruling clan- contributed trivial sums, in order not to 
showw their flagrant wealth. 

b)) Advertisements that appeared in Iraqi papers announcing the establishment of new 
privatee companies or amending the statues of already existing companies to raise their 
totall  capital between Jan. 1st 1989 and Jan Is' 1990 

c)) An official list of the membership of the Iraqi Contractors' Union according to grade, 
and d 

d)) A list of the privatized companies as of 1989, with the names and addresses of the 
neww owners. Both two sources were supplied to the present author by Professor Kiren 
Chaudhryy (University of California at Berkeley) on May 1991. 

Itt should be mentioned however, that despite the efforts made to compile and verify the data 
onn the new elites, the major (and certainly not the only) gap remaining is that many highly 
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placedd political figures and their immediate kinsmen and women are widely known to have 
amassedd tremendous fortunes through various means Yet, unless some written or verifiable 
evidencee could be shown on the wealth of these individuals, their names were not mentioned 
inn these lists. 
Ass in the case of Syria, it was possible to trace the lines of continuity and rupture between old 
andd new affluent classes by comparing the composition of the new elites with the old ones, 
thee sources on whom are listed in the first two chapters of this work. 
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